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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 12, 1947

FATHERS OF THE YEAR

5am C. Molloy To PreL t Proposal At Meeting
Monday; Mrs. Trader
ls Secretary-Treasurer

Corporators for the proposed
L Caldwell County War MeLial Hospital wiU meet MonL afternoon, June 16, at the
[ U. building, to hear Sam C.
Llloy, Louisville architect, who
L in charge of building the
L. somerset hospital and othsimilar projects in Kentucky
L Ohio, outline plans and a
Uosal to build the local health
Ltitution.
k|r. Molk»y is a native of KutLa and has made two previous
Lhere in the interest of the
Udwell county project. County
Eee Clyde O. Wood and Mag•te Elbert MeCaslin have
U named by the Fiscal Court
Babe Ruth (right), former baseball home run king and John
| meet with the Incorporators, Van Hoose, Richardson, Ky., railroad worker, display their med| hear Mr. MoHoy's proposition als in New York after Ruth was chosen "Sports Father of 1947"
L also, to meet with the group and Richardson named "Worker Father of the Year". The awards
(AP
feen Other architects are inter- were made by the National Father's Day Committee.
Wirephoto)
Eewed here.
tars. Leona Trader, circuit
Lrt clerk, has accepted apUtment from the Incorporates as secretary-treasurer for
L new hospital. She wiU retoe payments on pledges at
I; office in the courthouse from
(By Associated Press)
ficials of the power authority
Bo to 4 o'clock daily. "Mrs.
Washington
—
The
Tennessee
have
indicated they would prefader will be bonded and is
ithorized also to receive new Valley Authority, a bold experi- fer that TVA set its own repayCations to the hospital fund, ment 14 years ago, was described ment schedule.
Heretofore, the corporation has
bos. J. Simmons, chairman, to Congress this week as a "going concern," able to pay back used its net profita to keep up
[Mr. Simmons was advised by in the next 40 years the federal its power system, paying back
L architectural firm Tuesday Treasury's $348,000,000 invest- to the Treasury whatever surplus then remained. Its volunbt Federal Works Agency ment in its power system.
fcds are still available to de- Under a Republican-dominat- tary repayment now totals $23,Ly costs of a preliminary sur- ed Congress for the first year 631,519.
Taking note of fluctuation in
ly and architect's fees for the since its creation, TVA faces the
•spital. Any money so advanced prospect of setting aside at least the power business, the commitbuld have to be repaid in event 40 percent of its annual income tee report suggested that no an|e hospital is built, Mr. Sim- from power sales to reimburse nual payment be set but that
tens said, and it has not beenthe government which owns it TVA be required to meet at
kcided therefore whether to a|>The 40-year repayment plan least one-fourth of its indebtedb' for such a loan.
was proposed by the House ap- ness every ten yews.
The almost $5,000,000 cut in
[Donations are stiU coming in propriations committee in a rebm former residents of the city port cutting $4,914,000 from the TVA's 1948 funds includes $2,Ld county who now live else- $27,057,500 fund
requested by 000,000 trimmed from construcpere, and a few additional TVA to run it through the 1948 tion costs for the Watauga and
South Holston Dam projects, $2,ledges have been made in fiscal year.
Knceton. Solicitation of county
The committee called its pro- 000,000 from additions to chemiIctions not y e t canvassed is yet posal a "forward and progres- cal fertilizer plants, and the remiscellaneous
be done, the chairman re- sive step" in TVA history but mainder f r o m
congressional supporters and of- items.

Meat Prices Up Here
On Better Quality
Sunday Night Service
To Review Children's Work

Meat prices rose 5 to 13
cents a pound at one of
Princeton's popular cash grocery stores the last week,
with sirloin and
t-bone
steaks selling at 68 cents a
pound and ground beef at
68 cents, the manager said.
He attributes the increases
to the fact that his store is
now receiving from processors Grade A meats, whereas previously only poorer
grades were sent The rise
here however was coincident
with higher meat prices in
city stores, where the upward trend was blamed on
heavy foreign purchases and
higher feed costs.

[A program culminating the
ble School of Central Presbyrian Church will be given at
k night service Sunday, June
L at 7:30 o'clock.
[The program will present
pch of the work of the Bible
pool, which has been in props since June 2. Plays, music,
Miwork displays, Bible memp work, recognition for atpdance and other achievements
p be included.
[Teachers who have been on
k staff are: Mrs. Allison Akin,
p. Prank Craig, Mrs. Louard
per. Mrs. Charles Curry, Mrs.
plett Morgan, Mrs. L L. Marjorie Stembridge
PProth, Miss Pamelia Gordon, Is Sorority Trainer
Ms Betty Jo Linton, Miss Dot- \ Marjorie E. Stembridge, daugh> Deen Miss Nellie Oliver and ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Stemp- Alan Murpny.
bridge, MadisonviHe street, has
pie Bible School children will been elected pledge trainer of
| entertained at a picnic at
the University
of Kentucky
fcttawa Springs Friday of this
chapter of Alpha Xi Delta soF*. by members of the staff
cial sorority. A graduate of ButF 'he pastor of the church,
ler High School, Miss StemF Rev. David W. Schulherr.
bridge is a junior in the College
of Education at the University,
r
angelist Is Guest
and is a member of the YWCA,
Secretarial Club, and the Busi>eaker For Kiwanis
«V. W. K. Wood, of Coving- ness Education Club.
evangelist who 'is doing the
Mching for a revival in proat the First Baptist Church,
® Kuest speaker at WednesP's meeting of the Kiwanis
Jb- He urged business men to
th«ir rightful places in the
of their churches.

' se ys A v e r a g e

Mayfield Sale

$232

average price of $232.36
' established as 38 head of
•le sold for $8,830 at the sec1 annual sale of the Purchase
"ah Jersey Cattle Club in
Wield, Secretary A. Carman
orted. '
10

rt°f

Lester Attends Group
Meeting Of Bankers
J. B. Lester, president of the
Farmers National Bank, attended the annual meeting of Group
1, Kentucky Bankers Association,
at Henderson Tuesday. He served
as chairman of the nominating
committee for selection of officers for the coming year. William Keith, of the Farmers Bank
and Trust Co., Hopkinsville, was
elected president of the group,
and Porter Piercy, of the Trigg
County Farmers Bank, vice
president

Councilman Morgan's

Attending School
Lester McGee, pastor Condition Reported Fair
Councilman J. H. Morgan, who
°Kden Memorial Methodist
lr<-h is attending the annual is a patient
at Jennie Stuart
'or Methodist pastors at Hospital, Hopkinsville, foHowing
[*ucky at Kentucky Wesleyan a foot amputation about 10 days
Winchester, this week. ago. Is repdrted to be in fair
wUl return Friday.
condition.

Teachers' Course
To Start June 14

Specialists To Instruct
Caldwell Personnel
For College Credit

Methodists Will Keep
Cool This Summer

125 Pledge To Have
Family Prayer Altars At
Revival Scheduled
To End June 13
The revival in progress at the
First Baptist Church will close
Friday night, June 13. Preaching
is being done by Rev. W. K.
Wood, city missionary in the
Newport, Covington and Cincinnatti area. Music has been under
direction of the Rev. Carl M.
Overton, director of musio and
education of the First Baptist
Church, Princeton.
Services have been held each
morning at 7 o'clock, and have
been well attended, reaching the
number of 125 last Thursday
morning. As a- theme for the
morning services, Mr. Wood used
the expression, "My Little Children", as found in the book of
I John. There are nine of these
expressions and one of them has
been used each morning.
Night services have featured
the theme of the «th verse of
the 126th Psalm.
As a special feature of the
meeting, the educational director has been publishing a daily
report of previous services. These
have been helpful in following
the theme of fhe services and
to fix in the minds of the people
the messages the evangelist is
bringing each day. Those desiring sets of these reports may
secure them free, by calling at
the church office after the meeting Is over.
Another outgrowth of the
meeting is to be a regular service on the Streets of Princeton
each Saturday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock. Many people stopped to
listen as Mr. Wood brought the
first message of these services,
using as his subject, "The Blood
of Jesus."
Sunday night when the minister gave the invitation, after his
message on "Old Fashioned Fireside Religion", 125 persons responded by pledging to start or
continue a family prayer altar
in then: homes.

Pickens Fans 14 As
Locals Beat Smithland
Princeton took an easy 7-2
victory from Smithland Sunday
afternoon behind the steady
twirling Of Jim "Pickens.
The lanky Princeton athlete
was pounded lor 10 hits, but he
struck out 14 men, and kept
himself free "during tight spots.
Pierce led the Princeton hitting with 4 tor 4, while Martin
collected 3 for 4 to pace the
Smithland attsdk.
Score by innings:
R. H. E.
Princeton .200 300 002—7 8 2
Smithland .t)0® 000 101—2 10 3
Pickens and Morgan; Taylor
and Doyle.

Miss Lottye Suiter,
Murray
Training school teacher, will
conduct a "workshop course" for
teachers of the Caldwell Comity
schools from July 14 to July 25.
Classes will meet in one of the
school buildings here daily, from
8:30 to 3:30 o'clock, and will
give three quarter hours of col- Reg Rice, Jr., On Program
lege credit to those who com- At Aeronautical Institute
plete the course, Supt. Clifton
Reginald I. Rice, Jr., Camillus,
Clift said.
N. Y.,
a former resident of
All county teachers are ex- Princeton, delivered a paper at
pected to attend, as well as oth- the fourth annual aircraft sesers from Princeton and nearby sion of the Institute of Aeronautical Science, at Detroit, recenttowns, Mr. Clift said.
The course will include In- ly. His subject was "Installation
struction in problems and me- Problems with Submerged Enthods and several specialists in gines". Mr. Rice, an installation
various fields will aid in the in- engineer, has been connected
with Aircooled Motors, lac., Systruction.
A small tuition fee for those racuse, N. Y. the last 6 years,
who desire credit for the course and was assistant project engineer on Navy engines 3 years.
will be charged.

Worshippers at services of
Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church will be kept cool
during services through the
hot weather season by the
recent installation
of
a
"coolerized" system In the
main auditorium. A11 worship services, Sunday mornings and nights and Wednesday nights will last only 45
minutes, the pastor, the Rev.
J. L. McGee announces.

Robert McKenzie, 47-yearold bachelor, hugs leprechaun
doll (June 7) in New York
after learning he had won
$100,000 on his English Derby
sweepstakes ticket when long
shot Pearl Diver won the race.
The Scotch-Canadian carpenter," one of three New Yorkers
to hold tickets on the winner,
said he can't make up his mind
whether "to spend his money
on a good wife or another good
horse." (AP Wirephoto)

Casteel Gets 10-Year
Sentence; 11 Indictments Returned
June term of CaldweU Circuit
Court continued this week with
11 indictments returned by the
grand jury, it was reported by
Mrs. Leona Trader, circuit court
clerk, Wednesday.
Charles Hankins, Jr., on trial
for murder connected with the
death of BUI Dunn, and who
recently escaped from the CaldweU County jaU, pled insanity
and was sent to Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Allen Rucker, Dawson Springs,
Route 3, was found not guilty
on a charge of stealing tools.
Jess Casted was given 10 years
for rape, and six months for
escaping jaU. Pat McDowell was
also given six months for escaping jaiL
In the civil case of Brucie
Thomson vs. Hugh Tosh, Thomson was given a $200 judgment
for damages in an automobile
accident several months ago.
Court probably -will continue
through part of next week, Mrs.
Trader said.

Fiscal Court To Hold
Special Meeting June 27
A special meeting of the Caldwell County Fiscal Court has
been called June 27, to close its
business for the fiscal year, it
was announced Wednesday by
Philip Stevens, county court
clerk. A11 persons having claims
are asked to present them in
the clerk's office before June
25, Mr. Stevens said.

6 More Girls Enter
Local Beauty Contest
Sponsored By Jaycees
Six more Princeton and Caldwell county girls entered the
beauty contest this week sponsored by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce here, to be presented
at the Capitol Theater, Monday
night, June 23, which makes a
otal of 15 entries. The latest are:
Lana Rose Boitnott, Elizabeth
Sholar, Leslie Barber Lamb, Marjorie Stembridge and Margaret
Terry Davis.
Russell Goodaker said others
are expected to enter before the
contest, which is in cooperation
with a West Kentucky Beauty
event at Paducah.
The Princeton Jaycee's are to
have a float in the parade at Paducah and Butler High School
Band will also take part.

Woman's Club Will Have
Hospital Rummage Sale
The Princeton Woman's Club
will have a rummage sale all
day Saturday, June 14, in the
basement of the Elks' building,
for benefit of the new hospital
fund, Mrs. Sam Jones, club secretary announced Tuesday. The
public is solicited to patronize
this event.
On Vacation
County School Superintendent
Clifton Clift began his annual Softball League Will
vacation Monday. He will be out
Use Butler Stadium
of his office two weeks.
The Kiwanis Softball League
Mrs. James R. Redd, the form- has been granted permission to
er Virginia Wylie, has accepted use Butler High Stadium again
a position as bookkeeper for the this summer, with the reservaHopkinsville Clothing Co. She tion that the field will be so
used only two nights a week by
will begin her duties July 1.
this organization, R. S. Gregory
said Wednesday.
Players wiU
not be allowed to use cleated
shoes, he said, and no other softball games will be permitted
there. Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, chairman of the Kiwanis Softball
committee, said the league games
would get under way soon.

Courier-Journal Says Waterfield
'Free' To Be People's Governor

Endorsement of the candidacy
of Harry Lee Waterfield as Democratic nominee for Governor by
the Courier-Journal came last
weekend, adding enormous prestige to the cause of the courageous young newspaperman-farmer. The Courier-Journal's editorial follows:
WATERFIELD FOR THE
DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION
T h e Courier-Journal urges
Kentucky Democrats to support
Harry Lee Waterfield for the
nomination for Governor on
August 2. We believe there is
good evidence to prove that Mr.
Waterfield,
if nominated and
elected, would give the State an
unusually capable, honest, progressive administration.
We have made a choice only
after very careful analysis of
the public record of Mr. Waterfield and of his principal opponent Earle C. Clements. Both
men have exceHcnt legislative

experience. Both have shown intelligence and leadership above
the ordinary level of politics.
Both command large followings
on the basis of proven ability.
The records of the two men
rim closely parallel through the
1942 and 1944 sessions of the
legislature. There is no direct
comparison beyond that date,
since Mr. Clements moved on to
Washington
as
Congressman
from the Second district, while
Mr. Waterfield remained to serve
as Speaker of the House at
Frankfort in 1946.
On the voting record of the
two gentlemen in the legislature, we can find only one really
significarit divergence. The issue
came on the long battle of Kentucky Utilities against public
power.
The first engagement
occurred in 1942 when the T.V.A.
Enabling Act was proposed. Mr.
Clements aligned himself with
the utility interests by propos-

M. J. Clarke Enters Race
For State School Head
M. J. Clarke, Louisville Democrat, supervisor of Jefferson
county high schools, native of
Owensboro, World War I veteran, with 26 years of experience
in teaching and as principal and
as superintendent of school districts, including Frankfort, Morganfield and Winchester, filed
his declaration of candidacy for
the Democratic nomination as
State Superintendent of Publio
Instruction last weekend. Mr.
Clarke is a graduate of the University of Kentucky, holds a
master's degree from Columbia
University and has done post
graduate work et the University of Wisconsin. He is widely
known in several sections of
Kentucky.
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About An East-West Highway

Pennyrile Postscripts

Whatever the Courier-Journal pays Allan Trout is well earned; and Allan's collU»n about groundhogs, hound dogs and
homey philosophy l i the least of his
worth w M e contrtbutlon.'* to the State's
great newspaper.
A s the Courier-Journal's Frankfort reporter, Mr. Trout does his best work, an
excellent example of which was his article, published last Thursday morning,
about Kentucky's need for an East-West
highway, excerpts from which are reproduced below.
For some years we had close association with one of the State's most able
highway commissioners and, as director
of publicity for the Commonwealth, came
to know some of the reasons why Kentucky realizes less on her great tourist
potential than any other state in the
Union.
"Mr. Trout has the highway matter
correctly a s s a y e d . . . . W e must have a
good route through the State, east to
west; and of course, our long neglect in
permitting Mammoth Cave to be, in the
average visitor's view, practically inaccessible, has cost us many millions of
dollars.
Read what the C-J writer has to say;
and remember: Your vote and influence
upon elected representatives to the Legislature can have much to do with bringing about a brighter and better day for
Kentucky, not only in fine highways and
a greatly expanded tourist trade, but in
many other matters, too long neglected.
"The low esteem in which the Kentucky length of U. S. 60 is held by the U. S.
60 National Highway Association again
underlines the disagreeable fact that Kentucky does not have an east-and-west
highway worthy of the name.

Every time I write a piece
giving namei of some folk who
have helped th« community by
unselfish
service
...
other
names are omitted, causing
hurt feclinga. But "He Profits Most Who Serves Best" . . .*
recognition in print of only
pome of Princeton's * real perjrmers, insteud of all . . . is
bdt a reflection of our human
facing, here at The Leader. We
5elleve such publicity is good,
even tho it seldom does a complete job.

"The northern length of Kentucky is
served by U. S. 60, which winds deviously from West Virginia to the Mississippi
River. But east and southeast of Winchester, there is no east-and-west highway bearing Federal markings. Through
west-bound traffic entering
Kentucky
south of Ashland cannot pick up Federal
routes east of Winchester, or east of
Glasgow.
" T h e scenic beauty of Southeastern
Kentucky breaks upon the westbound
traveler the moment he motors across the
saddle of Cumberland Gap. Ahead, and
to the right and left, lie superb vistas of
mountain scenery. The beauty intensifies as he motors into the unspoiled wild-

s
t

(»

I

erness of Cumberland National Forest,
and reaches a delightful climax at Cumberland Falls.
"But that fs not all. On the natural
route westward lies Mmmuuth.Cave N a tional Park.
This route cbmbines th^
double charm of rich valley and rjaggec
plateau in the watershed of the Cumberland River. And at the end of the route
lies Mammoth Cave.
" I f this great natural wonder were in
another State, and so hard to get to from
the populous Atlantic seaboard, Kentuckians would wonder at a State of people
with so little imagination and vision. W e
not only are complacent with the isolation
of Mammoth Cave from the east, but we
tolerate an entrance road from Cave City
that is a disgrace to Hart county, Edmonson county, the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, and the United States.
"Basic roads already exist between
Cumberland Gap and Glasgow in State
Routes 80 and 90.
The conversion of
either, or a combination of these roads,
into a first class highway would open the
east and middle sections of Southern Kentucky to the tourist stream that flows on
the Eastern National Park-to-Park Highway System. It would give Kentucky a
valuable opening to the Blue Ridge Parkway now under construction on the crest
of the Blue Ridge Mountains. This magnificent drive, when completed, will extend 450 miles from the Shenandoah National Park, in Virginia, to the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park, in Tennessee and North Carolina.
"The Department of Highways now is
executing a 2-year program, costing $3,308,000, on the east end of U. S. 60. Plans
are afoot to improve U. S. 60 west of Tip
Top, the junction point with U. S. 31-W.
These improvements can be justified by
facts and figures, and will be warmly applauded by the U. S. 60 National Highway Association.
These improvements
are the logical, routine workings of a good
highway commissioner.
" B u t the first highway commissioner
who builds a high class road from Cumberland Gap to Glasgow will be compelled
to look beyond a page of statistics.
He
will be compelled to look beyond what his
engineers see through a surveying instrument. But when he looks behind his
figures, and beyond his instruments, this
man will mark himself as a statesman,
not merely a good highway commissioner."

Why The First Pistrict Is For Harry
Lee Waterfield For Governor

*

if -f

THE PRINCETON

•

*

*

Bubble . . . trouble, burbs and
an epidemic of illness h^ve put
bubble-gum
to rout in some
homes recently, and health authorities are
checking sore
mouths, diarrhea, nausea and
vomiting among children to see
if stooping bubble-gum chewing
checks these ailments. Any way
you take it, bubble-gum is a
mess.
•

*

*

And by the way: If this sticky
stuff gets on your furniture (as
it does ours) and clothing . . .
rub a piece of ice on the place,
and the gum will peel off easily
. . . or so Fred Numan says in
his Sun-Democrat column.
*

*

•

The famous slogan that quality
is remembered long after price
is forgotten is credited with having influenced more buyers than
any other advertising.
*

•

•

Dr. Frank Bassett, a valued
Hopkinsville neighbor and a
gentleman who has winning ways
in all his human relationships,
especially political . . . is working effectively in several western Kentucky spots for Harry
Lee Waterfield for Governor.
His son, Frank, Jr., is handling
finances at Waterfield State
headquarters, Seelbach Hotel,
Louisville.

•

•

*

"The investment by K.U. to
improve its service in Morganfield by installing new lines to
accommodate customers on long
overloaded ones is money well
spent," says the Union County
Advocate. A similar investment
here would be helpful . . . and
appreciated, since our lights and
power go off every time it rains,
thunders and lightnings a little.

Washington
Letter

YOUNGSTERS PLAY,
BUT IT'S POLITICS,
SAY PARTY CHIEFS
By Jane Eads
Washington — Republican and
Harry Lee Waterfield has a program Democratic leaders report an inHarry Lee Waterfield, born January 1,
interest in politics
1911, on a farm in Calloway county, is a
that will help the farmers, the business creasing
among young people all over
candidate for the Democratic nomination
men, the school teachers, and all the the nation.
for Governor of Kentucky. He will open
citizens.
The Young Republican Nationhis campaign in his home town of MurThis section includes T V A ' s mightiest al Federation, which is holding
ray, Saturday afternoon, June 14, at 2
its national convention this June
structure — Kentucky Dam — and they in Milwaukee, claims a membero'clock.
•
First District voters are planning to want a man in the Governor's chair who ship of 750,000, with clubs in
every state and territory.
assemble by the thousands at Murray will assure them of fair and adequate
The Young Democratic Clubs
use of this project.
that day to honor their candidate for the
of America, claiming a memberHarry Lee Waterfield has proved his ship of 500,000, has launched a
governorship. They are going all out to
ability—as a newspaper editor, legisla- drive to enroll 1,000,000 more.
elect their favorite son to the highest
Though 21 is the voting age
tor, farmer, and business man.
office in the Commonwealth.
in every state but Georgia,
This
young
West
Kentuckian
is
a
man
Here are a few of the reasons why
where youths of 18 may go to
of energy, vision, and courage.
they intend to elect him Governor:
the polls,
18-year-olds everyYes, he's the man for the job and he where are joining up. They say
The First District has never had a Govhas a message for all of us Saturday, they can do the "leg work," help
ernor and its people think this is a good
time to elect one of their sons to the June 14. Let's hear what he has to say at the polls at election time, do
the typing, filing and clipping
and then let's back him all the way.
office!
in the offices, chauffeur for their
elders.
More than 50 percent of the
young people of voting age
stayed away from the polls in
progressed further with plans and sur- 1946, but leaders of both parties
Kentucky needs so many things and
pressure for alleviation of some of her veys looking toward availing herself of say a surprising interest in polifederal aid for hospitals than many of tics has been stirring within the
most pressing problems is so great from
her sister states. Yet, the State Board youthful ranks since last Februorganized groups, it is refreshing indeed
of Health advises, much remains to be ary.
to note a start is being made toward inVeterans represent
a large
augurating a State-sponsored rural hos- done.
portion of the young politicians.
The Glasgow Methodists have done all They are interested mostly in
pital program.
Kentuckians a great favor by pointing housing, the economic situation
A t Glasgow last week the board of
the way toward a State-sponsored rural and education.
stewards of the Methodist Church pledgThough many American Youth
hospital program. Their plan should reed to present this matter to the annual
For Democracy groups
are
ceive the prompt endorsement of other
Methodist Conference, which will meet
springing up on numerous colreligious groups and the people of Ken- lege campuses, the youthful
there in September, and a delegate was
tucky, generally.
Democrats and Republicans benamed to submit plans for such a prolieve they have the stronger
gram.
•
forces.
The committee pointed out that the
The U. S. postal savings department
Ralph Becker, of Port Chester,
need for hospital beds in some of Kenranks in size and amount of business N. Y., is president of the Young
tucky's less populous sections " i s deswith the largest U. S. financial institu- Republican National Federation.
perate," and that hospital facilities in
tions, with deposits totalling $2,659,600,- He was also one of the organizers and founders of the New
rural communities "must be expanded 000.
now".
While the sequoia trees of California York State Young Republican
Clubs and president of this from
The group declared federal, community
are estimated to be between 8,000 and 1940 to 1942, when he enlisted
and Methodist Church aid could be ob4,000 years old, the famed "Cypress of in the Army.
tained for a State rural hospital program. Tule" in Mexico is believed to have lived
He got out of the Army in
December 1945, a captain wearThe Glasgow Methodists also recognized I between 4,000 and 6,000 years.
the dire need of more trained nurses and
The state of Maine has a weed-control ing three battle stars, the bronze
medal and the Belgian fouragsaid a program to include a nurses' train- project on northern nutgrass, the comiere.
ing school is imperative, in conjunction
mon horseradish, and trees which are
Joe Cai-r of Nashville, Tenneswith each hospital established.
considered as weeds when they grow in see's Secretary of State, is national president of the Young
Kentucky, we were told last week, has blueberr^ fields.
Democratic
Clubs,
but
Bill
Rhodes, of Urbana, O., executive director, is the man on the
job in Washington.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY
Rhodes now 34, has been active
in politics since he was 21.
G L E N N JOHNSON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
MECHANICAL SUPT
EDITOR AND PUILIIHIH
ADVIItflSINQ MANAOIR
He was sales director in 14
southeastern states for a large
Entered an second c l a s s m a t t e r At P r i n c e t o n , K y . . under the Act of C o n r r e e s of March
ltTt.
food importing concern
until
S u b s c r i p t i o n p r i c e . : In C o u n t y , f t ; . I n State, 11.59; O u t - o f - S U t e , f t ; C a r d s of
Thanks,
ft.
Resolutions
o f Raapect. I c e n t s a w o r d . Unsolicited P o e m s , t c e n t s a word. Heading notices, 10 c e n t s a line.
1942, when he went into the
Army. He served in North AfriM E M B E R O F T H E A S S O C I A T E D P R E S S — T h e A s s o c i a t e d P r e s s la entlUed e x c l u s i v e l y to the use f o r r e p u b l i c a t i o n of all t h e local n e w s printed In this n e w s p a p e r , aa well as all A P newtdlapatches.
ca,
Sicily',
Italy,
Germany,
MEMBER
KENTUCKY
PRESS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL
ASSOCIATION
France and Austria. ^

Lets Endorse This Move

M

•

LEADER

«

y

c.m.p.

Barney Linton came home last
weekend with three As and a B
for his semester's, work at U: of
Kentucky . . . and will leave
soon for an Inspection of dairies
tour in Canada, sponsored by the
University. Barney iik«s his agricultural course at UK much better than his pre-med. at Vanderbilt, apparently.
*

*

Rid
Know?
The U.You
S. federal
park system
Include* 86 parks, four historical parks, 82 monuments, 11 military parks, eight battlefield
sites, six historic sites, one recreation area, nine miscellaneous
memorials, 12 cemeteries and
ihr*« parkways. ^ ^ . , ,
__
During U. S. Army cold-weather equipment tests in Alaska

e

*

In 20 minutes,, paper ^ J
this country uee 600 eor,/ "I
wood and nearly ioo to "1
chemicals to produce p , ^

e

The world today needs twice
as—much-food as it produces;
80 percent more cereal; 90 percent more meat; 125 percent

The people of the UBIWJ
States make 165-milljon J j
phone calls daily on 3f J k J
telephones.
^"

A group of investigators fed
rabbits soda, candy, popcorn, hot
dogs and other bobby-sox fodder. In three months every one
of the poor bunnies was dead.
This information solves one minor mystery—why some bobbysoxers swoon at the first quiver
of a Sinatra tonsil. It's not magnetism, it's malnutrition.
•
•
*(Borrowed)
Here's more about that nude
Ford baby: Geo. Garland, sec'y
of Nat'l Institute of Diaper Services, protesting nat'l billboard
poster of Ford Motor Co. which
shows a naked baby: "A baby
without a diaper is completely
untypical of America."

•
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IN THE NEW ATLAS TIRE
P U L L in today for a look
at the New Atlas—the tire with

The N e w A f l a t I t Improved

the wider, flatter tread;

5 D i f f e r e n t Wayt

with more ven{s for cooler running
and more skid-resisting edges

o

WIDER, FLATTER TREAD

r

for safer driving . . .

MORE NON-SKID

and see for yourself why it's

COOLER RUNNING

today's best tire value,

WADLINGTON

Service Station

d

r

1 5 % LONGER LIFE

S

T

QUIETER RIDING

Backed by * written warranty,

honored at JtflOO servict if*
tions throughout the country.

Phone 4 9 1 - W

Waterfield for Governor
>

Every Body Is Invited To Hear
This Young Man from West Kentucky

Saturday, June 14 at 2 P.M.
In The Court Square at Murray, Ky.
Harry Lee Waterfield, of Clinton, is a native of C a l l o w a y .County and He has Chosen
His Home Community as the Place to Launch His Campaign for the Democratic Nomination for Governor of Kentucky.

West Kentucky Has Never Had the Honor of Electing a Governor

from This

Let's Prove to Harry Lee Waterfield that We're Backing Him To Win!

WE'LL WIN WITH WATERFIELD
Waterfield

Has A Message

at the Campaign

For Us

Opening

June 14, 2 P.M., at Murray,
Calloway

btJI

be<^rne

A French process for making
synthetic rubies, sapphires and
spinels was developed in 1902.

District.

Ci

quire extrs

*

The above indicates not all
educational ideas emanating from
New York are of the screwball
type . . . such as Columbia's
tenet that you-mustn't say "no"
to your youngsters . . . for fear
their "individual ego" will be
interfered with to their detriment! Having people like you is
better than being smart; and it
is a good sign when schools begin teaching youngsters
they
should have something to sell
employers, besides their time.
*
*
*

Counl

more milk and dairy prodll
125 percent more vegetibi, 1
300 percent more vegetable

It was found that k« formed on
Inner tubes in sub-aero weather,
making "flat spots" on tires and
uncomfortable automobile riding.
Tires were then successfully Inflated with air from which moisture had been extracted,
e

1?47

*

New York City's 27 vocational
high schools next September will
begin teaching students a "pleasant" manner, according to an
announcement by George F.
Pigott, Jr., associate superintendent. The plan to add a course
for trade schools designed to
make students more satisfactory
employes, after they enter business, followed talks with employers who told school authorities that more people lose their
jobs as a result of personality
difficulties than due to inefficiency.
*

Thursday, Junt 12,

KENTUCKY

Committee for Harry Lee Waterfield For Governor

Ky.
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U. K. Awards Three Kentuckians Honorary Degrees
Approximately 159 acres of
Ky. 31 fescue grass in Warren
coOnty will be harvested for
seed this year,
Smith D. Broadbent, Jr., contributed hybrid seed corn for
Christian county 4-H club en
trants in the corn derby.
Charles Keeton
of Morgan
county applied four pounds of
commercial fertiliser-4c eeeh-ol
Ids 500 apple trees, and is using
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Horn* Koanomloa
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By J. F. Graham

Timely Topics

Lltivation Of
towing Crops

Beans—Many gardeners whose
bean-planting program ia to use
Stringless Greenpod have noted
Ijnusual heavy rains have dethat when July and August are
FJd " preparltfatr* ITilt planting
aryr~yieida'1 may slacken off
I large percent uf your row
some times ta. almost tuUil failfcp, more than this a very
ure. The reason is that this varL
pert of that planted has
iety needs ideal weather to perLmie very weedy, and will reform at its best Now that the
lic extra work to clean it out.
time is coming
for planting
Even tho the rains have been
beans that should mature in late
Ivy and in many instances
summer, gardeners might well
L land has become rather hard,
switch to U. S. Refugee No. 5,
| should keep in mind that
a sort specially bred to combat
Lerimental results show that
hot, dry weather, While new,
| primary purpose of cultivait may be found with the larger
ki is to control weeds and
seedsmen, but local merchants
may procure it from their jobjf deeper cultivation than usbers.
| is necessary to clean a crop
The pods are round and meaty
probably is advisable. It is
and almost straight; there are
Lbtful if it is ever advisable
no strings at any stage, but this
blow deeper than is necessary
"child" of old-fashioned Refugee
fcover weeds and grass. There
(1,000 to 1) partakes of its partalways danger of crop injury
ent's nature to become a trifle
Ui plowing too yclose, or too
shucky if let hang too long.
kp which disturbs the roots of
Sweet Corn—Gardeners who
Lr growing crop.
have been using Ioaha may have
observed that later plantings do.
leding Beef Cattle
not do as well as earlier ones,
h Pasture
the reason being that this variety needs much moisture to do
Ixperiments on feeding beef
well. As the time for planting
lie on pasture, indicates that
late-summer corn approaches,
t e is little to be gained by
such
gardeners
might
well
[ding light feeds of grain to
switch to Golden Cross Bantam,
lie while on pasture if the
KISS JESSEE HOB30N
which is less particular about
Iture is of good quality and
f abundance. Feeding light
Danville, June 10 — Miss the weather. While the ears are
[ds of grain, reduces the Mary Jeesee Hobson of Pike- smaller, there will be ears.
bunt of pasture consumed, but ville, a senior student at CenIn this connection a new varIs very little to the gain,
tre's Kentucky College for iety has been developed for
feeders probably would real- Women,
will
be crowned growing specifically in the South,
I more from the grain fed, if Queen of Centre's 44th An- that.does not mind bright sunny
k in larger amounts during nual Carnival in Farris Sta- weather that blasts pollen (one
I latter part of the feeding dium the night of June 13, of the reasons for the non-sucBod when pastures are not so during the 1947 commence- cess of some sweet corns) and
ment of the college. The that takes drought and wet
crowning of the Queen, with weather in its stride, and that,
the Coronation Ball that fol- furthermore, suffers little from
fe 4-H Leaf Show
lows,
marks the climax of the corn ear worm injury. It's name
d help encourage 4-H club
for the present is only a numyear's
social season.
nbers to produce good tobacber,
MC78, but seedsmen will
Miss Hobson has attended
the Lexington Tobacco Board
doubtless have it next year. In
Centre
4
years.
She
majored
rrade recently voted to sponpreliminary tests last year, it
a 4-H leaf show during the in economics and took an aclived up to all the promises of
tive
part
in
campus
life.
t marketing season. A total
the Southeast
Robert Henshaw of Miami, its originators,
>500 in cash prizes will be
Regional Experiment Station,
Florida,
outstanding
athlete
ributed among winners. Once
Charleston, S. C.
annual event at Lexington, and student leader, has been
Cultivation—Despite all signs
named
King
of
the
Carnival.
'show was discontinued durHe is a veteran and a graduat- to the contrary, "dry weather"
the war.
cultivating should be the rule
ing senior.
from now on, as the "prophets",
iree carloads of tile, or a
continue predicting the joining
1 of 18,000 feet, have been
Twenty-five 4-H club mem- of extended dry weather. But
irered to Knox county farm- bers in Whitley county set 24,000 dry weather cultivation is the
in four months.
strawberry plants this spring.
best kind for wet times, too.

OPEN DAILY

1:00 P.M.

Continuous Show

TODAY & FRIDAY
University of Kentucky honorary degree recipients a* the 80th annual commencement exercises; left,
J. Winston Coleman Jr., Lexington author and historian, Doctor of Literature; center, John B. Hutson,
New York City, former asslstant-secretary-general of the United Nations, Doctor of Laws; and Barry Bingham, president of the Louisville Courier-Journal, Time* and WHA8, commencement speaker, Doctor of Laws.

Off-Flavor Milk

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton- reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
January 30, 1917. Mr. and Mrs. he would like to know if anyM. R. Kevil entertained Friday body can beat it.
evening in honor of Mr. and
;
Mrs. Webb Powell, of Spring- J February 20, 1917. Mr. and
dale, Ark. Among those present Mrs. F. T. Satterfield and Mr.
were: Mesdames Webb Powell, James Wood left Sunday afterShelley Eldred, T. H. King, Joh noon for New Orleans, where
Grayot, W. B. Terry, Sallie Po- they will visit relatives and take
well Catlett, Charles Metcalfe in the Mardi Gras festivities,
and Powell Catlett, Misses Helen New Orleans is the old home of
Headley, Elsie Young, Zouline Mrs. Satterfield and Mr. Wood.
Boynton, Annie Meade Mayes
and Fannie Machen, Messrs. J February 27, 1917. Miss Gladys
Webb Powell, R. B. Ratliff, A. Pickering left yesterday for PaG. Adams, Frank Howard, Shel- ducah to attend Miss Margaret
ley Eldred and T. H. King.
Woodrow Wilson's recital Tuesday night at the Kentucky, and
* February 2, 1917. Mrs. J. U. luncheon Wednesday given in
Smith and little son, J. U. Jr., honor of Miss Wilson, at the
left this afternoon for Shreves- Palmer. She will be the guest
port, La., to join Mr. Smith, of her aunt, Mrs. Robert L. Dawhere they will make their cus.
home, that point being Mr.
Smith's headquarters. He is now
March 2, 1917. Darius Dyer
a shoe salesman with Louisiana returned yesterday rporning from
and a portion of Texas as his a trip to Louisville and Cincinterritory.
nati, having visited his daughter in the latter city.
iFebruary 20, 1917. A. Koltinsky, the wholesale grocer of this A March 20, 1917. The following
city, has been running an In- are those who attended the
diana Freight Truck, since Oct- Frankel - store opening in Hopober, 1915, and it has not cost kinsville last week: Mesdames
him 5 cents for repairs. He says H. S. Eblen, A. Koltinsky, H.

The Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics
says off-flavor or odor to milk
may be avoided by taking cows
off pasture four to six hours before milking. Onions give most
trouble in spring, with garlic and
ragweed appearing later in the
season. Cows are more likely
to get these weeds if belter pasture is not available, note the
college's dairy experts.
About 100 acres of cucumbers
for pickles have been contracted
for in Marshall county.
W. Blades, George Groom, Ray
Baker, E. K. Butler, Elvis Scarberry, Ed Walker and Miss Heloise Jacob.
March 30, 1917. Mr. and Mrs.
Grace Cantrell and little son,
Billie, of Uniontown, returned
home Wednesday morning after
a visit of several days to relatives in the city.
March 30, 1917. Anna Louise
Loftus, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Loftus, was carried to Evansville yesterday
morning by his parents for an
adnnoid operation and ear trouble by Dr. Rodman, the eye, ear
and nose specialist.
March 30, 1917. Luther Hayes,
of Friendship, was in the city
Monday and delivered a portion
of his tobacco crop.

Ky.

Announces the
Opening

of their newly decorated

Sunday dinner

dining

room

12:15 to 1:30 P.M.

No evening meal on Sunday

DINNER O N W E E K - D A Y

6 to 7:15 P.M.

Specializing in Steaks, Country Ham

For Reservations call Dawson 4161

UNDER NEW

MANAGEMENT

SATURDAY, JUN. 14 - OPEN 10 A. M
Western Music!

Western Action!

Western Thrills!

JIMMY WAKEIY

New York — (i*P) — One of
the big needs in radio, says
Electronics Magazine, is some
gadget to give notice, when the
radio set is turned off, that some
big news announcment or televised show is comjng up. It doesn't suggest any invention, but
says "a gadget consuming five
watts, the same as an electric
clock, might just do the trick,"
operating all the time as a kind
of alarm clock.

COLOR COMIC — NO. 9 SERIAL — SPORTS

REVIEW

SUN. & MON., JUN. 15-16
When Hubby Stepped Out, She *
Catted Her Boy friend...and made it fcj
w
^BBStefe^
a foursome!

Kentucky 103 hybrid seed corn
was distributed amqng 18 4-H
club members by the Larue
County Seed Growers Association.
Nine homemakers in Taylor
county made 43 racks, halfshelves, filing systems and drawer partitions in a home management training school.

and Fried Chicken

I
PETE SMITH
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
WORLD NEWS

itorrfeg

A Job For Boy
Calling 'Extra'
Dawson Springs,

a complete spray schedule.
It is estimated that 300 bushels of hybrid seed corn were
sold in Clay county this year,
leading varieties being Ky. 203
and Ky. 103.
Three hundred 4md thirty farm
water systems have been planned in Boyd county, 24 already
having been installed.
The Wllliamsport 4-H Club
in Johnson county set out 4,000
pine tree* on. land unauited for
crc>E».

Includes
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Ca,

PAULETTE GODDARD
F R E D MACMURRAY
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"Suddenly
( I t s Spring
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Macdonald Carey
( X . * A r l e e n Whelan
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4.75-1$
5.00-19
5.25-17
6.25-1 •
5.50-16
5.50-17
5.50-1 S
6.00-16
6.00-17
6.25-16
6.50-15
6.50-16
6.50-17
7.00-15
7.00-16

C O A -

C O V E R S

A L t P A M
and M o s t any
l n t erior

Surfa

popular P a s
c o v e r «n one

TUES. & WED., JUNE 17-18

A HAND THAT C R A W L S

SUPER TRACTION GRIP TIRES (not illustrated)...
Safe, sure-footed for off-the-pavement driving on
any road, in any weather. Deep-studded tread
grips the road.
Catalag Na. 95V01900 . . . 4-ply Mrat

BETTER
rBee cvaiussee
leaves

Plus!
RED WALKING HOOD'
Merrie Melody Cartoon
PARAMOUNT NEWS

Made with OIL

s e

PAINTS
ROOM

McGough Paint and Wallpaper Store
" T h e Complete Paint Store"
Princeton,

A N D KILLS!

Robert ALDA • Andrea KING • Peter L0RRE
COLOR COMIC — POPULAR SCIENCE

^°aeLv/i

ONE GALLON
THE AVERAGE

Now

Don't D e l a y for S a f e t y
Sake!
Pay as little as $1.50 down
per tire, or $6.00 for a set of
four on Sears Easy Terms.

$10.60

4.75-19
5.00-19
5.25-11
5.50-1*
6.00-16
6.25-16
6.50-16
7.00-16

10.60
11.65
11.65
11.35
16.41
16.45
IS.30

Other sizes available alto. Extra h e a v y
ALLSTATE t u b e s , . . $ 2 . 3 0 a n d u p .

Phone 762
1 0 7 * W . Court Square

^s

Telephone 790

THURS. & FRI., JUN. 19-20

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

COMPLETE SELECTION O F WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR A WONDERFUL DAD

FLEE FLOOD AT EDDYVILLE, IOWA—Trucks and autos roll through high water to carry people
from the town of Eddyville, Iowa (June 6), near Ottumwa, in a hurried evacuation caused by an
unusually rapid rise of the Des Moines River. The entire population of the town was removed.
(AP Wirephoto)

Tax Ordinance

IT IS ORDAINED BY THE CITY
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS:
The tax rate for the year 1947
is hereby fixed at the rate of
seventy-five (75c) cents on each
One Hundred ($100.60) Dollars
worth of taxible property, both
real and personal, including
franchises, and a tax of one-half
of one mill on each One ($1.00)
Dollar of taxible property, both
real and personal, including
franchises, belonging to all persons and corporations for the use
and benefit of the City Library,
to be divided as follows: - —
Of the seventy-five cent levy,
fifty (50c) cents shall be paid
into the general fund, and
twenty-five (25c) cents shall
be paid into the sinking fund
for use in retirement of Water
Works Bonds and interest
thereon, and the one-half of
one mill levy on each One
($1.00) Dollar worth of property belonging to all persons,
corporations and franchises for
the Public Library.
There is also levied a poll tax
of One and 50/100 ($1.50) Dollars on each male citizen over
the age of twenty-one (21) years
and under the age of sixty-five
(65) years residing in the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, and a
dog tax of One ($1.00) Dollar

Free Lunch Means
A Bird In The Puss
Bloomington, 111. — (/P) — Free
lunch of the feline variety has
been served for several weeks
at a railroad's plant here. When
the doors of the axle shop are
swung shut at the end of the
day, a covey of sparrows are
trapped inside. By dawn, the
birds find the only exits—small
6paces around the rails entering
the shop. They wriggle through
the openings and into the paws
of waiting cats.
A hard, fine wax from the
leaves of the Carnauba palm
tree in Brazil is exported to 22
foreign countries, bringing $14,500,000 annually.
There are four-million inhabitants of the island of Sicily,
which is about the size of Vermont.

All Popular Brands

Srlecbiic
(Schick and Remington)

on each male dog and Two
($2.00) Dollars on each female
dog kept in said City, the person
having control of the property
where the dog is kept shall be
liable for the dog tax.
A ten (10%) percent penalty
shall be added to all taxes remaining unpaid after November
1st, 1947, and six (8%) percent
interest shall be collected for the
length of time said taxes remain
unpaid after November 1st, 1947.
All City taxes for the year
1947 which are paid by the taxpayers on or before July 20th,
1947, will be given a two (2%)
percent discount.
All ordinances or Darts of ordinances in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
This ordinance to become effective on and after its publication.
Duly adopted this 9 day of
June, 1947.
. DR. W. L. CASH,
Mayor.
Attest:
GARLAND QUISENBERRY,
City Clerk.
Beacon Rock on the Columbia River Gorge in the state of
Washington is a mountain of
stone 900 feet high and covering
17 acres.
Oil is Mississippi's newest natural resource. First discovered
in 1939, ttiere now are 14 produring fields.

ELECTRIC SHAVER
4 smooth, round heads for fastar
shaving . . . precision built for
closer shaving. A combination
guaranteeing tho famous P a c k a r d

Complete with
carrying caw. ACDC. One full year
warranty
. . . .

J I Li • «*
X

/

N o EXCIM Tax

•••••••••••••••••
Makes You More Dollars
Per Acre . . . Three W a y s !

OLD SPICE
BERGAMOT
YARDLEY
LENTHERIC

cargo

^^ SJ lpBPl *l

and MANY OTHERS

Metvi

JleatUeA,

^b&pJziU

and

fitted £ecdlu>si Gai&i . . . $3 ta $15
MilUa/uf, Go*ttL and &>uult Seti $1
GiCfGAette JlujUtefri . . . $1 ta $11.95
(Ronson, Evans, Zippo, Lektralite, etc.)
We carry complete stock of Parker, Sheaffer and Eversharp Fountain
Pens and Pencils.

Put Four Leaf NOW on clover
or alfalfa fields, and on fields
you'l^ seed to alfalfa or clover
. . . improve ' ALL your following crops!
This natural
much-disintegrated phosphorus pays you big returns in
THREE ways: (1) immediate
yield increase, (&) permanent
improvemeht of soil, bigger
yields of all crops in your rotation, (3)
fully matured
grain, richer forage!
Write to . . .

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

A Dost of Little
Gifts That Mean
So Much to Dad
Remember
June 15th

S A L S B U R Y SAL
Today—come in and see the exciting gift
When'Coxy* Threatens
To Pay a Calf,
I'm Protected wit/r^

items we have for Dad this year.

The per-

fect present for a perfect Dad—the

RH-O-SAL!

gift

that expresses your love.

co«tty k**p Dr. Solitary*! REN-O-SAl

Make your selection for DAD from our adequate stock

Shirts, ties, suspenders, pajamas, sweaters,
handkerchiefs, socks make wonderful Fath-

Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store'
Phone 64

Wood Drug Store

one S11

Princeton,

•

THE PRINCETON WAD6R, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Livestock Market
Sales on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday were fully
steady with last week, it was
reported by Brad Lacy, manager.
Total head sold was 1101. Baby
beeves topped at $24; No. 1 vealg,
|28; and hogs, $23.78.

Murray And Dawson
Springs Editors Take
Major Honor?
W e s t Xetitaeby community
newspapers
again captured a
large majority of the awards in
the Kentucky Press Association's
annual contests, with two which
have recently come under new
management taking first places
in major competitions.
The Murray Ledger 8t Times,
edited by W. P. Williams, took
the best all-around prize, with
the Providence Enterprise-Journal second and the Somerset
Commonwealth, third. The Lyon
County Herald won honorable
mention in this contest. The
Leader was not entered.
The Princeton Leader won a
silver loving cup, presented by
the Courier-Journal, for having
the best front page. The Leader
also won a $20 desk set fountain
pen, presented by Bush-Krebs
Co., for excellence in advertising composition
and printing.
The Caldwell County Times was
third in this contest. The Leader
•was third in the best news story
competition; second in the full
page advertisement contest, and
third in the half-page contest.
The Lyon County Herald won
second place in the best editorial
page contest and honorable mention in the best front page con-

That

N a ^ i n s ;
B a c k a c h e

May Warn o f Disordered
Kidney A c t i o n

S g r Hubert P. Gift
Gets Butler Diploma

Master Sergeant Hubert P.
Clift was recently awarded a
diploma f r o m
Butler High
School. Sergeant Clift quit school
before graduating but since entering the armed forces he has
spent a great deal of time in getting an education. He is a graduate of
American Institute of
Baking, Chicago and attended
other service schools, which in
addition to high school subjects
taken at night, qualified him for
high school graduation. In the
near future he hopes to enter
night classes at the University
of Louisville to further his education. Sergeant Clift is 34 years
old and is stationed at the present at Fort Knox, where he is
serving as theoretical instructor
in the Quartermaster Food Service School.
test.
The Dawson Spring Progress,
Mack Sisk editor, won first place
for the best news story, first
place In the best editorial page
contest, first place for the best
full page advertisement and first
for the best half-page advertisement.
The best editorial award went
to Editor Roscoe Downs, of the
Hancock County Clarion, who
also won first In a contest for
10 editorials on "Kentucky on
the March". Editor J. T. Williams,
of the Cynthiana Log
Cabin, won first place in a contest for the best religious editorial.

Ifodarn lit* with Ita hurry and worry,
lrraculai hablta. Improper aatlnc and
drinking—ita rlak of expoaure and Infection—throws heavy atraln on tha work
of tha kidneya. They are apt to become
over-taxed and tall to Biter axoaaa a d d
and other lmpurltiea from tha life-giving
blood.
Y o u may suffer n a f f l n f backache,
headache, dlaxineea, getting up nighta,
leg pains, swelling—feel
constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder dlaorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doaii's
help tha
kidneya to paaa off harmful excess body
waate. They have had more than half •
century of public approval. Are recoup
mended ky grateful users everywhere.
Atk your nsifkborl

PiUt. Doan't

—

Insurance Agency
For

Dependable

Tel. 25

Insurance

Princeton, Ky.

*m£AH/r
W/TH DAD

First Christian Sends
Teachers To School
A Laboratory Training School
ii being conducted at the Hopkinsville Christian Church this
week to train church school
teachers of this area. The school
is sponsored by the State office
at L&xipfton and national leader* h#v« bien employed ta conduct all sessions. The local
churoh is paying tuition fees and
transportation costs for all teachers In an effort to offer the best
of instruction to every child and
adult attending the Sunday
School.

Season Ends For
Shipping Berries

West Kentucky Crop
Brought Growers More
Than $1,000,000

The first million-dollar strawberry season in the history of
the West Kentucky industry
ended Monday night with the
shipment from Padueah of four
carloads, bringing the season's
total to 484 carloads.
E. S. Barger, secretary of the
McCracken County Strawberry
Growers Association, explained
that advance predictions of 500
carloads actually did not miss,
as most of the 1947 crop was
shipped in cars holding 448
crates. Strawberries usually are
shipped In 420-crate cars and if
that had been the case this year
the season's shipments would
have totaled 505 carloads.
Mr. Barger said he had not
completed figures on the 1947
gross, but it appears certain it
will reach, or exceed, the million-dollar mark.
Hot weather brought the shipping season to an abrupt end.
The few berries left in the field
after several days of scorching
6un were blistered and unfit for
shipping, Barger said.
The shipping season opened
May 16. All berries were not
shipped, for some of the 1947
fruit came to plants at Padueah
to be processed. Price for berries
to be processed usually was 15
cents a pound.
According to unofficial figures
the 1947 price on berries shipped
ranged from between $5 and $6
a crate to more than $8 a crate.

Methodists To See Film
O n Juvenile Delinquency
A full-length, all-sound British
movie, ^Children on Tridl", will
be shown at Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church §unday night.
The film deals with juvenile delinquency
and is of extreme
timeliness. Persons of all age
groups are invited to attend this
service. Parents are asked to
bring their children.

Seven Weeks Left To
Reinstate G l Insurance

Smooth
fitting
broadcloth s h i r t s
are a gift every
dad
appreciates.
See
our
solids,
stripes and design
shirts.

QoldUtame/iX
Princeton's Finest Department Store

Only seven weeks remain in
which veterans of World War II
may reinstate lapsed National
Service Life (G.I.) Insurance
without physical examination, it
was announced Wednesday by
t h e Veterans Administration,
After August 1, a physical examination will be required.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, Minister.
Sunday, June IS, 1047.
(Continued from page one)
0:45 a.tii. Sunday School.
bill. Its success or failure may
10;4fi a.m. Morning Worship.
depend on the type of Governor
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
whq sits /n Frankfort.
'Bible School Graduation ProMr. Waterfleld's record is full
gram. in, i ni.m1
.. 11 JMiln
...
of other" positive- tartorsr ftis
leadership of "the House In 1946
FIRST CHRISTIAN
was able, adroit and clean. Those
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
qualities are important in a GovAU who are hot attending
ernor. He sponsored an excellent
church elsewhere are invited to
Research Bill to provide an intake part in the services at First
dependent fact-finding body for
Christian.
the legislature, only to see it
Sunday Is Father's Day and
defeated by Senate leaders who
there will be a special service
are now supporting Clements.
honoring the dads of our church.
His House budget contained $2,All children and young people
000,000 more for school funds
of the church have been urged
than the Senate allowed, and
to bring their fathers to Sunday
would have gone far to avert
School with them neJtt Sunday.
the teacher pay crisis. He enA prize is being offered to the
gineered an increase in approdepartment having the largest
priations for public health from
percentage ot dads present. Sun$773,500 to $1,076,000.
day School starts at 9:45 and we
Harry Lee Waterfield com- are expecting a large number of
bine? youth with practical ex- Dads to be present, along with
perience in public life. He has the rest of the family.
shown in Frankfort that he can
Eleven of the young people of
fight for principles, and his
our church, along with the paspunches are hprd but clean. His
tor, are attending the Annual
1946 record showed him an efSummer Conference at Kuttawa
fective organizer
who knows
this week.
how to work with people and
Our Vacation Bible School
develop a program.
starts next Monday ahd we are
Finally, Waterfield is happy in
anxious that all children of our
his close circle of political adchurch, as well as all of the
visers and friends. They reprecommunity who will, attend.
sent the newer, fresher element
Plans are being made for Anin Kentucky politics. Mr. Cleniversary Week, which will be
ments has attracted to his standcelebrated June 29-July 3. Speard a collection of old-line politicial activities are being planned.
cians who bear the scars of endless factional battles. If their
candidate is successful, their con- OGDEN MEMORIAL
flicting interests and demands METHODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
are likely to prove an embarrassChurch School 9:45 a.m.
ment to him. Mr. Waterfield
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
would be freer to act, for his
"The
support would not come from Sermon by the Pastor:
Truth
About
Half-Truths"
Court House circles, but from
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
the scattered mass of KentuckEvening Worship
7:30 p.m.
ians who are more interested in
Presenting
the
British
films:
progressive government than in
"Children
on
Trial".
All
are
inany party machine.
vited.
Opportunities of the week:
The world's largest fleet of Mon. Circles I and II meet; Wed.
trucks in .comprised of 30,000 Mid-week service;
All choirs
that keep U. S. telephone lines meet at regular times for rein order.
hearsal.

Protect and
Beautify Your
Home With

FLINTK0TE
Tapestry Blend
CmAoddeJ
Brick Siding

Attend Commencement
At Christian College
Mr. and Mrs. James McCaslin
and Mrs. Bernice M. Davis returned Wednesday from Columbia, Mo., where they attended
the graduation of Miss Margaret
Terry Davis, at Christian College. Miss Davis returned home
to spend the summer and little
Miss Ann Smith, of Kirkwaod,
Mo., also accompanied them
home to visit to her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCaslin, W. Main street.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Wership
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
Willfam E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Everybody welcome.

"Storage" will be the subject
of the major lesson to be studied
by Homemakers' clubs during
June.
The training school for leaders was held in the basement
of the Kentucky Utilities Building, June 4.
Present were Mrs. Fred Easley, Mrs. Ralph Griffin, Mrs.
Hugh Yates, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
Mrs. J. H. Presler, Mrs. Collin
Ladd, Mrs. James Neal, Mrs.
Andrew Ladd, and Mrs. Ralph
Cummins.
Election of officers Will also
be held in June.

Mrs. Rote Oates

Funeral services for Mrs. Rose
Oates, who died at her home In
the Briarfield community last
Wednesday, were held Thursday
afternoon at Briarfield Baptist
Church, the Rev. Samples officiating.-*
•
• i "i »- —
Survivor! include her husband,
W. M. Oates, and three sons,
Clifton, Calvin and Champ, all
of Caldwell county.
Mrs. Oates, daughter of the
late N. B. and Joe Ella Dixon
Calvert, was born in 1877,
Burial was In Calvert Cemetery, near her home.

1I1USJ

The

biggest

c r e a m cone made
—packed with a
mammoth

Phone 321

Geologic timetables usually are
based on millions of years.

of our fresh-fruit

John A. Collyer

John Alexander Collyer, 35,
died at his home In the Walnut
Grove community June 6.
Funeral services were held at
Walnut Grove Church Sunday,
with the Rev. Stovall In charge.
He is survived by his widow
and a son.
Burial was in Rowland Cemetery.

Thomas O . Oliver

Funeral services for Thomas
O. Oliver, 69, who was found
dead last Thursday morning in
a Padueah apartment house,
were held at Rock Springs
church Saturday, with the Rev.
J. T. Cunningham in charge.
Mr. Oliver went to Padueah
from this county In 1937.
Survivors include two sons,
Robert,
Padueah,
and Earl,
Princeton; four daughters, Mrs.
Pauline Wells, Dudley, Mo., Mrs.
Percy Patterson, Farmersville,
Mrs. Beulah Churchwell, Pope,
Tenn., and Mrs. Myrtle Harris,
Caldwell county; a brother,
Charlie Oliver, Padueah; 24
grandchildren and a great-grandchild.
Burial was in Rock Springs
Cemetery.
There are more kinds of in
sects than all other animals to
gether.

ice c r e a m !
Whether you enjoy
it at our fountain or
in your home, our
ice cream is satisfying on every count I
It tastes so creamy
and

delicious

because

it's

^content
, being P*rt
yhich brings
w of slow chi
changeless tl

only
made

of the choicest ingredients.

CORNER DRUG STORE
Phone 1

LET CAYCE-Y0ST HELP

YOU
GO ELECTRICAL
•

ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATERS

•

ELECTRIC FANS

•

EXHAUST FANS

Insurance Agency

•

SMALL APPLIANCES

Established
1907

•

TABLE-TOP W A S H I N G MACHINES

•

ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURES

" N o t For A Day, But

•

DEEP-FREEZERS

•

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

For All Time."

W e Stay and Pay

ANYTHING ELECTRICAL

"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing secur-

In Hopkinsville It's

C A Y C E - Y O S T CO

ity home.

(INCORPORATED)

Governor Simeon Willis, of Kentucky, cooperating with
0

dairy farmers in Kentucky and throughout the nation has issued
a proclamation, urging that the month be fittingly observed, in
private and in public, in order to increase appreciation and consumption of milk and dairy products and to improve our standard
of health, our enjoyment of delicious dairy foods, and our finan-

LET'S OBSERVE DAIRY MONTH IN OUR O W N
COMMUNITY

Saturday, June 14

Basement of Elks Bldg.

Tuesday

i

cial well-being.

For Particulars Contact Your

scoop

Schedule For June

June 10—Lebanon, 2:00 p.m.,
Mrs. Glen Owens, hostess.
June 11—Lakewood, 1:34 p.m.,
Mrs. L. M. Sells, hostess.
June 12—Cedar Bluff, 2:00
p.m., Mrs. W. H. Pool, hostess.
June 13—Eddyville Road, 1:30
p.m., Mrs. G. U. Griffin, hostess.
June 17—Otter Pond, 2:00
p.m., Mrs. H. C. McConnell,
hostess.
June 18—Crider,
2T00 p.m.,
Mrs. Porter Spickard, hostess;
Mrs. Glen Wilson, co-hostess.
June 19—Friendship, 1:30 p.m.,
Mrs. Willie Wyatt, hostess.
June 20—Bethany, 1:30 p.m.,
Mrs. Dewey Jenkins, hostess.

ice

LIKEWISE!

Princeton Cream
and Butter Co.
B. T. DAUM, Prop
Phone 161

Princeton

m
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WotnetvL
Dorothy
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Ann Davis

Two Seasons
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Morris - Nichols

gering touch of twilight
The wedding of
Miss Mary
trees
Loreen Morris, daughter of Mr.
R a music that is only and Mrs. W. A. Morrla, Daw•u
son Springs, and Mr. Lyndol
mind hears Imagined Thomason Nichols, son of Mrs.
Carrie Nichols, Princeton, was
^jted mumur of a leaf, solemnized at I o'clock, Saturday afternoon, June 7, at the
stirred.
in Dawson
[ the hills a luminous Methodist Church
Springs, with the Rev. Forrest
jnt floats
furs arc sifted silver on B. McClurf officiating.
lC
.
iQ
Given ir^ marriage
by her
night; a thrush's sleepy father, the bride wore a brocaded slipper satin gown, with a
It knees on the quiet coun- long train. Her veil of Illusion
was held by a crown of orange
Ple.
u
blossoms,
and she carried an
K the cricket choristers arm boquet of white calla lillies.
The matron of honor was Mrs.
te
mmer, when earth pauses Harry Campbell, and bridesmaids were Mrs. Joe Jones, Miss
the scent
•dens hovers on the even- Pollyanna Orange and the flower
girl was Miss Sally Morris, sister
|ir,
•
fn two seasons, now, we of the bride.
Mr. Urey Nichols, brother of
content
the bridegroom was best man.
!g part of that design
Ushers were Messers Joe Jones,
ii brings
Walter Morris, Manuel Wise,
1 slow change, the sense of
Thomas Lacey and Howard McAgeless things.
Gough.
Bayka Russell
After a short wedding trip to
| and Mrs. J. E. French St. Louis, Mo., the young couple
Tuesday in Louisville.
will be at home at Lyndon

Strawberry
CLEANSING

rte

CREAM
Treat yourself to the
novel experience of
( cleansing away dirt
and stale make-up
iwith this cream with
the delectable strawterry fragrance. You
w i l l love the r i c h ,
smoothing oils that
soften weather-dried
*kin|

)00
plus tax

S O I D

O N I Y

0«U G ttotll

AT

ylie & Williamson

Phone 126

»ton, K y .

50

Apartments, Kansas City Avenue,
Excelsior Springs, Ma,
where
Mr. Nichols is empduyed.
A small reception followed at
the home of the bride's parents.
Out-of-town guests at the wedding included Mrs. Jim Smith
and daughter, Mrs. Walter Bond,
of Eddyville; Mrs. Pearl Kinsolving and daughter, Miss Verona, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Sneed,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacey, Mr.
Howard McGough, Mr. and Mrs.
Urey Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Claybourn Morse, Mrs. Hampton Nichols, Mrs. R. T. Compton and
the bridegroom's mother, Mrs.
Carrie Nichols.

Miscellaneous

PrudEunice Hlllmsn, and
vlaltence Polk, who Have
ing the Eldreds. They will remain in Chicago for a brief visit
Mrs. Tylene Talley and daugh- before going to- Canada.
A t M u r r a y ( K y . ) State
•• • •
ter, Jeanatta, Highland avanue,
are visiting her daughters, MarMrs. J. H. Ratliff has returned
tha and Myrtle. In Chicago.
from Stroud, Okla., where she
• m •
has mad* her•home
• •the last year.
Mrs. Virginia Byard, Detroit,
Mich., spent last Tuesday in HopMrs. W. L. Granstaff left Tueskinsville.
day for a visit to her cousin,
•
• •
Miss Lima Rice, in Pine Bluff,
Dr. Robert C. Richardson, New Ark.
•
•
•
Orleans, La., Is visiting his sister, Mrs J. Lester M«G«t». Mri.
S. C. Hodge, JT., "sviK - arrive
MeUw s mother and sister, Mrs. Saturday from Chicago for a
R. C. Richardson and Miss Mary three weeks' visit to his father,
Richardson, of Glasgow, are also S D. Hodge, Sr.. and sisters.
visiting at the Methodist parson- Misses Virginia and Mary Dancie
age.
Hodge, N. Seminary
• • • street.
Mrs. Virginia Byard and little
Mr. C. C. Bishop and children,
daughter, Patsv Jean, of Detroit, Bobby and Tommy, are spending
Mich., arrived last week to spend this week in Chicago.
several days with her grandmother, Mrs. J. F. Marquess, at
Dr. F. T. Linton, Mrs. Linton,
McGowan Station. Mrs. Byard Is Barney and Betty Jo were called
the former Virginia Marquess, to Ohio last weekend on account
daughter of James G. Marquess, of the illness of his father.
* • •
Detroit.

j "Body Beautiful"

•

Shower

Mesdames Arlie Vinson and
Euclid Quertermous entertained
Friday afternoon with a miscellaneous shower at the home of
Mrs. Vinson, in honor of Mrs.
Charles Quertermous, a recent
bride.
Guests were Mesdames J. R.
Robertson, Talley Baker, Essie
Rucker, Noble Paris, Ambie Fuluer, Jim Blackburn, T. R. Feagan, Bill King, Russell Melton,
Dock Baker, A. J. Eldridge, Reed
Brown, Hampton Carner, Cecil
Brasher, T. R. Akridge, Edd
Phelps, Aubrey Litchfield, J. D.
Bugg, Charlie Wilson, Malcom
Blackburn, John Quertermous,
T. A. Bugg, Dave Perkins, W. M.
Young, Raymond Moore, James
Tabor, Charles Quertermous.

•

The Leader
Congratulates

Presbyterian Club To
Have Picnic Friday

The Young Married Couples
Mr. and Mrs. William Puah, Club of
Central Presbyterian
Star Route, on the birth o f a
Church
will
meet with Mr. and
son, Raymond Wayne, June 1.
Mrs. John Mahan for a picnic
E. White and Miss Ann C. Hill supper and recreational program
spent last Thursday in Russell- Friday night, June 13, at 6:30
vlUe with friends
relatives. o'clock. FoUowlng the supper a
• • and
•
sing will be led by Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. George Hill were
business visitors
in Nashville Eldred and election of officers
for this recently organized group
last week.
_
__
_
•
• «
will be held.
Mr. Frank Machen
has reEverybody reads The Leader!
turned from Ft Wayne, Ind.

.1

• -*i

•if •!.
Js^

h

•

Mr. and Mrs. Buford Todd, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens
will return Saturday
after a Hopkinsville, visited her parents,
week's visit to relatives In Tabor Mr. and Mrs. William G. Pickering, and family Saturday.
City, N. C.
• • •
•
•
•
Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
Bowling
Bob Floyd, Mayfield, spent
Monday and Tuesday with Bill Green, spent several days last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Sparks.
•
•
•
Eldred.
•
•
•
Miss Jo Ann McBride has reMrs.
Leona
Waite,
Chicago, is
turned to her home in Harrisburg, S. D., after several days' visiting her neice, Ml-s. C. C.
visit in the home of Mr. and Bishop, Hopkinsville street, and
nephew, L. L. Klaproth, Cave
Mrs. W. L. Granstaff.
•
» •
eet.
Mrs. E. C. Ward and Dora
Williamson
spent Saturday in V iMiss Sarah Goodwin has reMayfield with their sister, Mrs. turned from New Albany, Ind.,
to spend the summer months
Fred Joy.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
•
• •
Goodwin, HOpkinsvflle
Mrs. Frank Wilson has accept- H u g h
ed a clerical position with the street.
•
•
•
West Kentucky
* •Gas
• Co. here.
Miss Katharine Garrett and
Mrs. John E. Young were in ElkMr. and Mrs. J. R. Holsapple. ton Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Holsapple
•
•
»
and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Glodoe
Miss Mamie Darnell, daughter
were recent weekend guests of of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Darnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick, Princeton, is visiting her brother,
Dawson Road.
Sgt. Earl Darnell, and Mrs. Dar•
• •
nell, at Ft. Knox.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Romig,
•
•
Webster City, la., Coach and
Miss Ann C. Hill returned to
Mrs. Wychers, Yankeetown, Fla., her home in Louisville Friday
and Miss Mary Wilson, Fredonia, after a visit to her brother,
were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Hill, and Mrs. Hill,
Frank Wilson• Monday
night.
HopkinsviUe street.
• •

.

1

J

•

Mrs. D. F. Nisbet, Louisville,
is recovering satisfactorily at the
Baptist Hospital in Louisville,
following a major operation last
week, relatives here were advised this week. Mrs. Nisbet is
a former resident
• • •here.

•

•

§
r
ULx

Ideal for Summer . . . Doris Dodson's "Party
Queen."
Two piecer of purest white
Wale
Pique with becoming sweetheart neckline, scalloped collar and peplum, and exquisite
Venice
Lace poppy trim. We have newest other styles
in gingham and other attractive materials. •

Miss Sarah Goodwin left Monday night for Lafayette, Ind.,
where she will attend the graduation of Mr. Warren Jackson,
Jr., of Chicago, at Purdue Unimissionary program for the day versity.
Joy Class To Meet
•
*
*
will be presented. - •
Mesdames
Rumsey
Taylor,
The Bethel Church is a newly
The Joy Class of the First
Charles
Ratliff
and
Duke
Pettit
organized
Presbyterian
Church
Christian Church Council will
and is 3pent Tuesday In Hopkinsville.
meet at the home of Mrs. K. T. near Dawson Springs
Rowland Norton,
Chicago,
Vick, Dawson Road, Monday served by the pastor of Central
night, June 16, at 7:30 o'clock, it Presbyterian Church, the Rev* spent last weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Dique Eldred and famUy.
was announced Tuesday by Mrs. David W. Schulherr.
• e returned home Sunday, acH. A. Travis.
companied by his mother, Mrs.
Mrs. C. B. Hewitt, Jr., Columbus, Ga., spent Monday night and
Tuesday with Mrs. Gary Hobgood, E. Market street.

£etu!

sn

Mrs. George D. Hill, Mrs. F.

Mrs. H. A. Goodwin spent several days last week in Louisville
With her sister,
* Mrs.
• • D. F. Nisbet.
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The finest choice of fabrics
are

tone for triumph
RIVURR . . . a

here

selection.

awaiting
Come

and sew your

I

your
choose

own

first

summer dress.

new

Solid color sport material
$1.39 yd.

color
f o r summer greys . . . to accent dark sheers . . . to blend witK
simply everything . . . Riviera is a triumph indeed.

A n d a thrifty hint:

This soft, smoky greyed shade promises to be equally smart
for fall.

Hamming Bird nylons in sizes 8 l / 2 to 1 0 1 / 2 .

51 Gauge

20 Denier -

Other Humming Bird Nylons

$1.95

-.- - $1.35

Isfylad and tiiad for
Uunior Woman of fiv#
faat fiva or lau

^

t o OEM) - TASSE'S dailgninij
isnius, ttii«flowar-iprinllad«ha«f
combad-yarn cotton tawn

thaft Sanforiiad tkrunlL EyaU*
mfflad, it HOT paid buttoM dotting tha ponat Tailored In
irsoHtonsI DEMI-TASSE manna*
t o mat* ftia Junior Woman o f
By* W
««• or Ian. SUMMER
TALLER, avar LOVELIERI GrW
knd Rom. Graon and Rot*. Gold

»od Aqua. »4»A lo 24'/,.

Princeton Shoe Co.
" Y O U R HUMMING BIRD HOSIERY

•

DEALER"

______

$8.69

PuAxitf'i

Woven Seersucker
$1.00 yd —
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Murray, Ky —Miss Ann Littleton
of Murray, Ky., has been.named
Misses Wanda Phelps, Joyce "Body Beautiful" for the second
Baker, June Perkins, Brenda successive year at Murray Stats ColKay Vinson, Donna Quertermous; lege. She was chosen by a com'
mlttee of faculty members and stuJohn H. Carner, Eddie King, dents at the annual Water OhrnlvaC
Buddie King, Buddy Baker, Jerry Perkins.
Missionary Society To
Refreshment were served dur- Meet At Bethel
Church
ing the afternoon.
Mrs. Frank Cash, president of
Sending gifts were Mesthe Missionary Society of Central
dames Byrd Guess, R. P. Ray,
Presbyterian Church, announced
C. T. Henson, Letie Tosh, Nora
this week that the regular
Neal, Veldin Yandell, Coy Moore,
monthly meeting of the group
Seldon McElroy, Ivan Bennett, will be held at Bethel PresbyEdd Harmon, Wilford Baker, terian Church Tuesday, June 17,
Carrie Ordway, Cyrus Moore, with women of the Bethel
Madge Riley, Mr1, and (Mrs. Church as guests.
Chester Miller, Mi6s Ada LeepA picnic lunch will hg served
er and Mr. Marc Blackburn.
at noon, following which the

'
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Pastel

Printed Muslins
89£ - 36 in. wide
• Eyelet Embroidery
$3.00 & $5.00
Solid Color
Quadriga

Cloth

490
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Titanium For The Future

Finished ductile titanium looks
like stainless steel, but it is not
so heavy. It has great strength
and flexibility and has a "modu-

lus of elasticity" of 15,000,000
pounds a square inch, compared
with 10,000,000 for stainless steel.
Modulus of elasticity measures
the point beyond which a bent
rod of metal doesn't return to
its former shape but remains
bent.
"On a weight basis titanium is
at least twice as strong as stainless steel, and its resistance to
corrosive conditions is in the
class of stainless steel," Ralston
says.
The metal is twice as heavy
and four times as strong, a
square inch, aS magnesium, and
it does not form enlarged crystals at freezing as magnesium
does.
It is common over wide arears
—in beach sands in Florida, solid
rock in the Adirondack mountains and Virginia, in rock formations of upper Minnesota, in
placer sands of Idaho, Oregon
and California, in Texas sands
of the Rio Grande—particularly
in the Boca Chica sector.
Titanium in the non-ductile
form was $15 a pound a few
years ago, fell to $10 and now is
$5 a pound. Aluminum, which
formerly sold commercially at
$5 a pound, has been reduced to
15 cents a pound.
"If titanium is brought down
to about 50 cents a pound it
will compete with magnesium
on nearly all counts—but we
may not see that day for a long
time," says Ralston.
One use already developed for
non-ductile titanium is in combination with lead and zirconium
as a sparking metal 10 times
hotter than the alloys normally

& SMALL PKt.^

sty

SUPER FLAVOR

TV^rmui

Pamop

But "Mild Recession" This
Fall Is Expected, Poll
Indicates

(By Associated Pr»««)
Washington — A committee of
senators and representatives studying the nation'a economy said
Tuesday chances of a depression
in the near future appear slim.
The Senate-House economic
committee reported that most of
the 583 persons who answered
a survey by Dun and Bradstreet
expect a "mild recession" this
fall, but "answers to the economic questions do not give any
real support to the theory that
we are nearing a depression."
The committee said the survey showed "general agreement"
that prices of most types of
goods will fall and wage rates
will rise between now and January 1.

mvk

used in cigarette lighters.
One of the biggest manufacturers last April began putting
this combination instead of ordinary flints into its lighters,
Ralston says.
It wears faster but gives a hotter, surer flame. It soon may be
extruSed in the plastic state, doing away with the expensive
casting process.
"It's been over 100 years since
man began mixing carbon with
iron to make steel commercially,
and there's still a lot we don't
know about steel capabilities,"
Ralston says.
"The field of alloyed titanium
cellent qualities at the very 6tart,
is unexplored. With so many extitanium provides great promise
for the future."

The frequent use of cottage
cheese in the menu is one way
of including the food values of
milk in the diet. Easily made at
home, one gallon of sweet or
sour milk will make about 1V4
pounds of cheese.
A leaflet,
Making Cottage
Cheese at
Home," may be had from offices of county or home agents,
or from the UK College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
Lexington.
For variety, serve cottage
cheese as a sandwich filling by
mixing it with chopped celery,
nuts, dried fruit, cucumbers or
onion. It also combines well with
fruit in a salad.
Pear and Cheese Salad
6 pear halves
\Vi cups cottage cheese
Lettuce
Mayonnaise dressing
Arrange pear halves on leaves
of lettuce. Add a serving of seasoned cottage cheese which has
been worked with a spoon until it is smooth and fine. Top
with mayonnaise.
Menu: Roast pork with ovenbrowned potatoes, carrots and
onions, pear and cheese salad,
radishes, rolls and butter, and
berries with cream.

Real Sky Pilot

In spring people seem to be Will Fly To Job
attracted by delicate tints and
Miles City, Mont. — UP) —
pastel colors.
The Rev. Norval Heglund is to
begin flying around his "sky
parish** in northwestern South
Dakota soon. He's the recently
named pastor of the Lemmon
circuit air parish, sponsored by
congregations in small and wide
Graduate
ly scattered towns of the area
Auctioneer
and by the Home Missions Board
of the Evangelical church. He
will fly from Lemmon to Perkins, Corson, Dewey, Armstrong
Princeton, Ky.
and other communities.
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

Belton, Mont. — UP) — It
wasn't so bad when a big black
bear climbed into Art Anderson's empty automobile while
Anderson was helping clear snow
from a Glacier National Park
highway.
The trouble started when the
animal slammed the door and
then tried to get out. The deor
catch from the inside was too
much for the bruin so he literally tore his way out, destroying the upholstery and considerable glass.

j
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CECIL BURNETT,

EVELYN HAMMOND

FOUR-H CHAMPIONS—Western Kentucky produced the State
4-H Club dairy champion—Cecil Burnett, Fulton county. This is
his ninth year dairying, and his profits total $2,029.50. He owns
a herd of 16 cows and heifers. Evelyn Hammond, of Oldham
county, is the State winner in the 4-H room improvement project She worked on her rcfcxm 2 years, doing it all over, pfie
repapered the room and refinished the floors, made a closet
larger, and installed equipment.
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Tall Fish Stories
Grow In Australia

Hend

X. Henson-

J

[jessie WiHian

Sydney, Australia — UP) —
When a fisherman came home
recently with a beer glass he
told his wife he had caught it
while fishing. A small octopus
had its head wedged into it, he
said, and he caught the octupus.
His story recalled one told
sorr*e years ago by professional
fishermen who said they found
a full bottle of beer in the stomach of a shark. It was not
claimed that the shark used
the glass in consuming the beer.

A tubeless tire, something tire
makers have been dreaming
about since the early years of the
automobile era, finally is a reality, according to Goodrich representative, Claude Robinson.
Development of a new type
casing that holds air under pressure without the traditional inner tube was revealed recently
by B. F. Goodrich Co.
It was perfected in the Akron
plant after more than 3 years
The weight of raw wool is reof intensive research and engiduced 40 to 60 percent by cleanneering effort.
The tire combines the safety ing to remove impurities.
factors of the puncture-sealing
inner tubes with improved riding qualities, Goodrich Vice Flying ants are a definite
President James J. Newman said. warning that termite infestaRayon cord is used in build- tion is here . . . possibly in
ing the carcass. The interior un- your own home. A free TERMINIX inspection will give
der the tread and shoulders is you accurate information on
lined with a soft, sticky rubber. the extent of termite damage
The puncture-sealing
feature in your property. Call today!
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
is now found in scffne premium
Phone 260
inner tubes.
Authorised Rrpmcntative of
How the tire snuggles against
Ohio ValUy Termini. Corp.
the rim so as to create an airAVNeJv"-*
tight fit is the important feature.
As Advrtlfd I n ' T h e P o r t "
The bead section is tailored to
the flange in the steel. The air
pressure holds the tire in place. WOKID S LARGEST IN TtRMlTE CONlKOt

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agen
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market St

Pbane 11
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t
Dead S t o c k
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Princeton, Ky.

Phone No. 442-J

TERMINIX

W e pay all phone charges.
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Snow Survey
May Aid India

Calcutta — UP) — Dr. J. E.
Church, president of the International Commission on Snow,
says that India has great wealth
stored in the snow fields of the
Himalayas. Water from these
snows would be an important
factor in the depevopment of
the country if they were properly used, he says.
The 78-year-old American has
completed a two-months survey
of 6nows in Nepal and Sikkim
for the Indian government. It
marked the 50th year of such
surveys for Dr. Church. He was
a professor of classics at Nevada University when he made
his first snow survey on Mount
Rose.
Himalaya snow6 start at 10,000 feet rather than at about
6,000 feet as they do in much
of the United States, he says,
the Himalayas are nearer the equator.
From India, Dr. Church is going to the Andes to make a survey for Argentina.
The Regent diamond got its
name when it was sold to the
Duke of Orleans, then Regent of
France, for about $650,000.

IOmH> UNDCR AUTHORITY Of THf COCA-COO COMPANY IV

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

Ccu+vpleie New.

Dry Cleaning Service
Managed by Highly Trained Technical Cleaning

R A D I O

MR. & MRS. J. H. RARER

Phone 9 0 0
For Prompt
pick up & delivery service
l4Je olio, itutite ifou, to. oiiU ul jjOA,
i

f.

Prompt Drive-in Service

Or when you need
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Princeton Lumber Cc.
Princeton, Ky!
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Experts with 20 Years Experience

Our aim is to iurnish the finest in dry cleaning and

Phone 260
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Recipe Of The Week Tubeless Tire
Becomes Reality

ASSAULT CHARGE DISMISSED— Crooner Frank Sinatra
walks from Beverly Hills,
Calif., justice court after an
assault charge against him by
New York
Columnist Lee
Mortimer was dismissed at
Mortimer's request. The latter
told newsmen Sinatra had
agreed to pay him $9,000. Sinatra told reporters "no statement." (AP Wirephoto)

Egg Grading

Bear At The Wheel
Is No Road Hog

Depression Not
In Near Future

What It Means:

By Vern Huuglund
Washington—The U. S. Bureau of Mines is about to give
its fatherly attention to that,
promising infant, titanium.
"A metal with the qualities
that titanium has in the pure
state is rare," says O. C. Ralston,
assistant chief of the bureau's
Metallurgical Branch. "It is a
much better starting point for
commercial development t h a n
were aluminum or magniseum.
"Of the metals that are stable
in air,"so that they can be used
for fabrication, it is the fourth
most plentiful, led only by aluminum, iron and magnesium.
"The chief difficulty lies in its
extraction. It is a wonderful
metal, but it is more difficult to
extract than is almuinum and
probably will cost more."
Extractive metallurgy,
the
chemical part of the production
of titanium powder, is done at
Boulder City. The bureau has a
crew and equipment at Salt Lake
City for the physical metallurgy
—the finishing of the crude titanium.
After four years of development, the extractive plant now
can produce 100 pounds of titanium a day. Frequent changes
In experimental techniques prevent anything near that amount
of daily production, however,
Ralston says, and "if appropriation cuts do not slow us down,
it will take another five years at
the pace we have been going to
produce titanium commercially."
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Pleasant Grove

ia Doirty, Nash- Dick, home for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taywas the guest of
fKuller last week,
lor returned to Bowling Green
^rs. Henry Phelps Monday, after spending a week's
and Mr. and Mrs.vacation with her parents, Mr.
Jhu I.burn and ohil- and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
and Brenda Fay,
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, who
dinner guests of have been the house guests of
s. Maxwell Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Yates, returned to their home in Jack.1.
Jlrs. J- Luke Quer- son, Miss., Tuesday.
Mr. an,d Mrs. Joe Noel, Oakigton, arrived Sunrt visit to her par- land, Calif., were visitors in the
Mrs. W. M. Young, home of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Go'.uthrie and children, heen Sunday.
n, Charlotte, N. C., Mr. and Mrs. George Hoke
kjnesday for a visit and daughter, Jackie, Hopkins',ir, Mrs. J. B. Sory. ville, were weekend guests of
Fuller returned to her mother, Mrs. Byrd Guess
k i n Monday after a and Mr. Guess.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fralick
to his mother, Mrs.
and son, Donald, were recent
hy Brasher has ac-dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
tion with the Valley Bert Swisher, of White SulpTiur
community.
Mr- and Mrs. Frank' Grubbs
Irs. George Johnson,
ere the weekend and daughter, Martha Nelle, Kutt<r parents, Mr. andtawa, visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, Sunday.
Henson.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts
ie Williamson, Paduncluded a visit with and children, Morganfield, spent
the weekend with her parents,
rs. Byrd M. Guess.
I Mrs. Robert Goheen Mr. and Mrs. Lee Burklow.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker,
ter, Calvert City, were
guests of his parents, Miss Jane Belt and Mr. Ed Maxwell were Sunday dinner guests
Mrs. W. S. Goheen.
aymond Moore, Groves of Mr. and Mrs. 'L. W. Guess INVASION BEACH NOW PLAYGROUND—A little French girl
"attended the shower for and Miss Nell Guess in Crider. plays in the sands of Omaha Beach where United States infantryMr. and Mrs. L. E. Harper, men stormed ashore in the D-Day invasion of Normandy June 6,
ihter, Mrs. Charles QuerI at the home of Mrs. Lincoln Park, Mich., returned 1944. In background is part of an artificial harbor mole which
inson, Friday afternoon, to their home Wednesday after was blown ashore by a storm early in the invasion. (AP Wireonald Brasher has re- spending several days with Mrs. photo)
from Bowling Green B. Florence Parr and Miss Dorothy. Presbyterian church
Sunday,
has gone to Evansville,
Junior Moore, son of Mr. andJune 15. Basket dinner will be Stop Wobbling, Feet!
e will work during the Mrs. Coy Moore suffered pain- served at the noon hour and a The Judge Is Lookin'
ful injuries Saturday afternoon quartet will furnish music in
Little Rock — (JP) — A Little
jnd Mrs. Adrian Faught when he fell in a hay baler. He the afternoon.
Rock woman came up with a
's, Frank and James Ed- was saved from sudden death
Mr. Earl Morgan spent Sun- new alibi when told she was
nt Sunday at Gilberts- by quick thinking and agility. day as guest of his sister, Mrs. being charged with intoxication
Mrs. Lemma Cruce, Clarks- Ruth Dunning, in Crider.
after being picked up staggerPaul West and Billy ville, Tenn., spent the weekend
Miss Gloria Lynn Eldridge, ing along the street.
-ung made a business as guest of her sister, Mrs. Ivan Princeton, is spending the week
"I ain't drunk, mistah," she
Indianapolis this week. H. Bennett, and Mr. Bennett.
with her grandparents, Mr. andsaid. "You see my shoe laces
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
James Rustin spent last
done tore out and I can't help
guest of her mother, returned from Grand Rapids,
Mrs. Clifford Baker has re- wobbling in these loose shoes."
Mich., Wednesday where they turned from Indianapolis, where
ta Tabor, Mexico,
x guests of Mr. and Mrs.had attended General Assembly. she attended the races. She was
fYoung Sunday were Mr.
Mrs. C. H. Brockmeyer Sr., the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Luke Quertermous, has been quite ill at her home "Woody" Yates in Mt. Vernon,
*n, Mr. and Mrs. John here. Her condition is improved. during her stay.
ng, Princeton, W. F.
Mr. Silas Dodds, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White
Billy Sam Young and very ill at the home of his and Mrs. Mattie Rice returned
ulah Howerton.
daughter, Mrs. Charlie McElroy, from Temple, Texas, last week.
-hn F. Rice has gone to is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Luke QuerterMiss., where he will
A Children's Day program will mous were guests of Miss Gar'ny Mrs. Rice and son.be given at the Cumberland nett Byron in Nashville Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
were luncheon guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Landis Sunday
night.

at Princeton at graduation exer- Fay* Herndon and Mr. Nolle lted Mr. and Mra. Clarence Farria Sunday.
cises. They ware Billle Pat Hart, P'Pool.
Mr. and Mrs. Wltherspoon, of
Ozelle Halle, Robbie Storma, De- Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crow, of
(By Miss Nola Wilson)
lorla Rogera and Euton Henaley. Hdpkinsvllle, visited Mr. and Murray, vlaited hla sister, Mra.
Several from here attended the Mr. and Mra. Wltherapoon of Mrs. Rogers Wednesday after- Claud Storma and family, Sunday.
funeral of Mrs. Dan Smiley, at Murray vialted Mr. and Mra.noon.
Mr. and Mra. Clint Ladd and
Cross Roads last week.
Hugh McGowan Saturday night.
Mrs. Bettie Rogers has been
Among those from here at
Mr. and Mra. Taylor Herndon visiting her daughter, Mrs. Alice Mra. Zora Wilaon apent Sunday
with Mr. and Mra. R. W. Keller,
Princeton Saturday night were and children of Arizona, are vis- Walker, In Hopkinavlllfe.
MW «nd' Mra. Clint Ladd, Mr. iting Jiieir parents, Mr. and Mis. Mr. and Mia. Ralph Haile via- at Hopkinsville.
and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and sons,
Royce and Blllie, Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool and daughter, Barbara.
Mr. Berry Arvin and family,
of near Hopkinsville, visited
Mrs. Amanthas Baker, Sunday.
Miss Bertha Gresham, of Detroit, is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Gresham.
R. C. Rogers of U. of K., Lexington, is spending a few days
i
at his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers.
Mr. Herbal Rogers, who was
under the care of Dr. Frank P.
Giannini, the last few weeks, is
able to walk with crutches again.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool,
recently visited Mrs. Major Ladd,
who has been ill at her home
in Princeton.
Mrs. Mamie Jewell has returned to her home in Hopkinsville, after visiting Mrs. Press
Lilly.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
and son, R. C., and daughter,
Maurine, called at Miss Nola
Wilson's, Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers
visited Mrs. Amanthas Baker
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Fuller spent
For the Finest in Monumental Materials a n d Workmanship
last week with relatives in InSee us before buying.
diana.
Mrs. Zora Wilson called on
Miss Nola Wilson
Saturday
night.
Miss Maurine Rogers, who is
employed as a nurses' aid at
Jennie Stuart Hospital, spent the
weekend at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Fuller and
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Fuller SunPaducah ,
Phone 7 9 9
4 0 0 So. Third St.
day.
Several of our boys and girls
received their 8th grade diplomas

Paducah Granite Co.

Announces

New Low Prices
O N MONUMENTS
A N D MARKERS

P A D U C A H GRANITE C O .

GENERAL'S

NVUST G O !

Penney s is an
Old Hand at
avin

During high water seasons on
the Amazon the largest ocean
steamers can ascend the river for
2,000 miles to Iquitos, Peru.
Like other men of his time,
George Washington had his own
private recipe for the brewing
of beer.

BIG SAYINGS

We run our stores the way a thrifty housekeeper
runs her home. We don't sell on credit. We don't
deliver. Cash-and-carry saves a lot of money—
for YOU. We buy carefully, with a sharp eye for
quality (nothing's a bargain if it isn't good as
veil as cheap).
Yes, we're old hands at saving you moneys
Our customers know it—and trust us. And we,
wouldn't sell out that confidence for_anything ^
in the world.,'

TIRES & AIRSEAL TUBES

PROOF of PENNEY VALUE

Here's your chance to save a n d be safe! G e t off those

- M E N ' S OUTSTANDING

risky w a r t i m e tires a n d get rolling on n e w , rugged TopQuality rubber. Real non-skid safety for w e t w e a t h e r

SPORT SHIRT

—extra blowout protection for the hot d a y s a h e a d .
\

You'll get a n extra liberal allowance for the mile-

at 0.00

a g e left in your worn tires. W e a r e sacrificing profits
to w i n n e w customers w h o will "roll with u s " for

We've packed it full of v a l u c - i n quality of
fabric, generous cut, careful tailoring! A
shirt that outshines anything we've seen—"
j and we know the market! Here's what you
get: S A N F O R I Z E D f

FABRICS -

ings! H U G E A S S O R T M E N T S of fast^olor
| patterns—ALL in twills or poplin* . . . A L L
good and sturdy for long wear! As for style
j -convertible collar, in-or-outer tails, two
SUBSTANTIAL

savings—for Y O U I,

jWomen's Cotton Handkerchiefs

15£

[Pebble-Dot Marquisette Priscillas .... 3 . 7 9
[Women's Full-Fashion Rayon Hose .. 7 9 g
[Juvenile Boys' Cotton Sunsuits

1.35

•Children's Cool Crepe Sleepers

1.39

oys' Combed Cotton Shorts

long-term patronage that Top-Quality wins.
C O M E IN TODAY—You

Steger Lumber Co

matter of pride w i t h us that w e will not be over-bid.
At the prices w e will p a y during this Sale, your worn

Iir P 1/ GKANb OLh OHHY
¥l 0 M SAT « fO '. 9 P M

a n d risky wartime tires w i l l buy thousands of safe

HENRIETTA HOTEL
PRINCETON, KY.
10:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
Wednesday, June IS
C. L. SCHMIDT
Come In—eee the sensational
new all-in-one Sonotone with
the "Magic Kay" to double
hearing comfort I No charge
for examination or adrlce—
free checkup for Sonotone

1 49

SONOTONE

fShrinkage will not exceed 1%

THE HOUSE
HEARING

'

•

Of

•

miles on Top-Quality Generals.

G E N E R A L TIRES

HEAR-HERE.'

BETTER
'HEARING
CENTER'

c a n count on the best deal

in town. G e n e r a l originated the Trade-in Sale. It's a

retain

their original sire no matter how many wash*

buttoned pockets! Here>

years. W e k n o w from experience w e c a n count on the

USE ANYWHERE. Aa the
name implies, Universal
Enamel is adaptable for
use anywhere, Indoors or
out - many beautiful colors

AT SAVINGS
OF

$380

» $1085

Minimum amounts you save per tire . . . depending en condition of original treads or recaps:

Imagine getting Prices like this for your risky wartime

T

i

6.00-15

3 . 8 0 to 5 . 2 0

6.00-16

3 . 9 0 to 5 . 3 0

6.50-15

4 . 6 0 to 6 . 2 5

6.50-16

4 . 7 0 to 6 . 4 0

ALL M A K E S

7.00-15

5 . 1 0 to 6 . 9 5

7.00-16

5.20 to 7 . 1 5

RECONDITIONED
USED TIRES

7.50-16

7.90 to 1 0 . 8 5

STILL GREATER ALLOWANCES

ON FULL SETS

GOOD RECAPS

tires!

i

Our bargain racka are bulging with good
aervic|able trade-ins taken in during this Sale;
We're anxious to move them. You can get
your mileage at half price while waiting for
your new car. Save up to 50% I

BARGAIN SPARES

If

General Auto Supply Co.
J . A . C r e a s e y & Son

Phone 4 0 0
mmmm

Hi
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Sounds Like Conscience
Got A Prodding

To Speak Sunday O n
Baptist Radio Hour

The action program group of
the President's Highway Safety
Conference will meet in Washington, June 18, 19 and 20, to
evaluate results of a year's nation-wide effort to seduce death
and injury on highways and to
plan a further attack on traffic
accidents.
4
The meeting has been called
by President Truman at the request of the three national committees on highway safety formed at the instance of the first
conference which was held in
Washington in May, 1946—the
State Officials' National Highway Safety Committee, the National Committee for Traffic
Safety, and the Federal CommitWith Dr. W. S. Allen of Detee on Highway Safety.
Land, Fla., as speaker,
the
In calling the 1947 conference Baptist Hour Sunday, June 15,
President Truman pointed out will feature Christian Educathat 6,600 lives had been saved tion as i contributing factor
in 1946 and urged a minimum in evangelizing the world. The
goal of 10,000 lives saved for Baptist Hour may be heard
this year.
over Radio Station WHAS, at.
Governors of the 48 States or 8 A.M. CST, and over Radio
their representatives, State mo- Station WSM, Nashville, at
tor vehicle administrators, State 7:30 A.M. CST.
highway engineers and enforcement officials and representa- Florida, President of the United
tives of unofficial organizations States Conference of Governors,
long identified with the highway will act as vice-chairman. Thosafety movement will attend the mas H. MacDonald, Commissionmeeting. Each State will report er of the Public Roads Adminisits highway safety activity dur- tration, F.W.A., is chairman <?f
ing the past year and submit the coordinating committee. Alrecommendations f o r further fred W. Bohlen, executive director of the American Association
strengthening the program.
Thirty-two State highway traf- of Motor Vehicles, is executive
fic safety conferences have been director of the conference.
Additional stimulus to a conheld since the President's meettinuing campaign against traffic
ing last May.
Major
General
Philip B. deaths this year is expected from
Fleming, Administrator of the the concerted support of State
Federal Works Agency is Gen- Press Associations of the nation,
eral Chairman of the President's which are planning a national
Highway
Safety
Conference. educational campaign this sumGovernor Millard F. Caldwell of mer.

NEW WALLPAPERS
• "PERSONALIZED"

The showing of religious films
in Veterans Administration hospitals in Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky has become a helpful
adjunct to ohaplaincy work
among hospitalized veterans.
Edward J. Kroencke, Chief of
the Chaplaincy Division for the
VA's tri-state Branch Office in
Columbus (O), today said religious films frequently afe used
in chaplains' programs in eight
VA hospitals in the three states.
An average patient attendance
of 65 has been noted at film
showings at Dearbdrn, Michigan;
Cleveland (Crile), Brecksville,
Dayton and Chillicothe, Ohiof
Lexington, Louisville and Outwood, Kentucky.
"Chaplains do not substitute
film showings for other phases
of their religious work," Chaplain Kroencke said. "Films either
are incorporated in a religious
service or shown in addition to
regularly scheduled chapel services."
Hospital chaplains point out
that the films are helpful to
the particular type of patients
viewing the shows and that the
films respect
denominational
preference if shown to mixed
religious groups.
"Our hospital chaplains agree
that there is a definite need for
the showing of religious films,"
Chaplain Kroencke said. "We
realize the tremendous teaching
power, the spiritual and even
the psychological value of motion pictures."

Majority O f Veterans
Study At College Level
Nearly two-thirds of all veterans in school under both the
G.I. Bill and the Vocational Rehabilitation Act (Public Law 16)
are enrolled in institutions of
higher learning,
the Veterans
Administration reported todiy.
VA's definition of institutions
of higher learning includes universities, colleges, professional
and technological schools, teachers' colleges, normal schools and
junior colleges.
r

Urge Veterans To Keep
Medical Appointments

PATTERNS

The Veterans Administration
today urged World War II veterans in Ohio, Michigan and
•
STYLE-TESTED
Kentucky to keep appointments
for medical or dental care which
have been authorized in their
• WIDE
SELECTION
respective cases by VA.
Officials at the VA's tri-state
• COMPLETE. PRICE
RANGE
Branch Office in Columbus (O)
said veterans should make every
effort to obtain prescribed examC
ination or treatment within the
time limit in their respective
cases. Broken appointments frequently cause unnecessary deThe Complete Paint Store'
lays in medical or dental care.
Medical examinations must be
Phone 762 given within the period specified
Princeton
W. Court Sq.
on the authorization certificate.

• WASHABLE

...

In our Commonwealth we have
two kinds of people—those who
bask in the State's colorful past,
and those who are striving to
make history.
Or, one might say, the contented and the discontented, the
satisfied and the dissatisfied.
To the latter kind belong the
hundreds'of thousands who have
hitched themselves to the Committee for Kentucky's movement
for a better State.

VA Hospital Patients
View Religious Films

JJgjtl

O N CADIZ ROAD O N E MILE
W E S T O F HOPKINSVILLE

Farmers - - Your AAA
Program has been Stopped!
W I L L I A M H. M A Y
Special, Frankfort, Ky., May 26
—William
H.
May,
Franklin
County farmer and former Commissioner of Agriculture today
announced his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for Lieutenant Governor.
May, who was the party's nominee for Lieutenant Governor in
1943, stated: " I am highly appreciative of the honors conferred
upon me by my party in the past
and I feel confident that we shall
restore our State government to
the traditional and constructive
leadership of t h e
Democratic
party. I am not aligned with any
faction and will cooperate with
whoever may be the party's nominee for Governor in promoting
harmony and victory in November."
May, a native of Floyd County,
Is 39, married and has three children.

. . . .
(Incorporated)

HARNESS RACES

RUNNING RACES

LIVESTOCK S H O W S EVERY DAY

A S NEVER BEFORE

HORSE S H O W 3 NIGHTS

Why? Because on Friday, May 23, the House Appropriations Committee recommended that lunds to pay
the 1947 AAA Program be cut about halt the amount
promised by Congress last year.
If you have signed up with the A A A Program, this means to you that:
1.

Your 1 9 4 7 payments on all practices will be reduced to about half of what you
were told they would be.

2.

If you have received lime, fertilizer, or other conservation materials, you may
be asked to pay additional cash on that material.

3.

If you have not received your 1 9 4 7 lime or fertilizer, it may not be delivered.
All lime and fertilizer deliveries are stopped.

4.

All purchase orders for building terraces, dams, etc., are stopped.

5.

During the next seven months the A A A organization must be liquidated entirely.
They are prohibited from planning a program for 1 9 4 8 crop year.

6.

The working arrangement between A A A committee, farmer, and lime supplier is
killed completely.

The A A A organization has always been administered by farmers.
prices as well as run a good conservation program for all farmers.

It stands to protect farm

It is not too late for Congress torestore this [program.
Your Representative will vote o n the bill this week.
Your Senators will vote in a couple ot weeks. They
can save this program it they hear from you. Wire
or write them today!

LARGE CARNIVAL
C O L D DRINKS and S A N D W I C H E S
Admission

V.F.W. Special for visiting V.F.W. Posts
Free Stalls and Bedding Furnished
For information: Phone or write

J. T. Johnson, Treas
HOPKINSVILLE', KY

MfiWEttm)

FREDONIA, KY.

M GOUGH PAINT
& WALLPAPER STORE

July 1 - 4 at Blue Lantern Farm

Wether lambs brourf
returns to 4-H club m«
Washington county, j
Frank Homan, Moore*
celved »50 for two
paying trucking and cot
expenses. A 118-pound
lamb which sold for »2i
Ud $24 20 for Edith A
Juanita Russell.

genius.
/
Maybe Mr. Schacter can find
the right person for the Job. If
he does, we'll insist that Kentucky build itself a Hall of
Fame and put busts of both Mr.
At my elbow is a fine non- Schacter and his writer in the
fiction volume I finished read- middle niches.
ing less than an hour ago. It is
a compilation of letters by the
late William Allen White, famous Kansas country editor, which
was passed along «o me by Louis
Ruthenburg, refrigerator tycoon
and fellow farmer. As' I read the
last page it occurred to me that
few books have been written
about the civic, the educational
and the spiritual growth of a
small community. Most novels
PARALYZED VET BOWLS FROM PRONE POSITION—Vincent of country-town life have been
D. Kojak of Cicero, 111., 34-year-old paraplegic patient at Vaughn political or devoted to unusual
hospital at nearby Hines, 111., lies on a stretcher and lets go with, characters. A novel about Vie
a would-be strike as he participates in a bowling tournament for awakening of a country town
paralyzed veterans at the hospital. (AP Photo)
would be a vital contribution
to American literature. And I
Treatments generally are pre- Parenthetically
believe Jesse Stuart, the Greenscribed on a month-to-month
up author, could write it. What
Friendly
basis.
Macassar, Celebes - - (IP) — about it, Jesse?
Dental examinations must be
Dutch
and Indonesian cooperagiven within 30 days of the date
Your correspondent is looking
on the authorization certificate, tion reached a new peak when
forward
to the day when Presithe
first
parliment
of
the
Dutchwhile any subsequent treatments
are scheduled by the dentist at sponsored State of East Indones- dent *Harry W. Schacter and a
group of the Committee for Kenhis discretion, but within a rea- ia opened here recently,
A large sign over the arch- tucky's leaders from all the main
sonable period of time.
Under existing legislation, vet- way leading to the meeting hall walks of life, make for us what
Mr. Schacter calls a blueprint
erans may be furnished out- read: "Parlemen(t)."
for progress. That document
patient medical or dental care
Parlemen is the Indonesian
in VA clinics, in private offices word for parliment; parlement is should be a declaration written
with Jeffersonian skill a n d
o4 physicians or dentists or in the Dtuch one.
should ring in a soul-stirring
their own homes only for distone that Liberty Bell might
treatment
may
be
authorized
abilities recognized by VA as
"She always looks nice . .
incurred or aggravated in line when VA medical or dental ser- have sounded if it hadn't been
cracked.
vice
is
not
feasibly
available.
of duty in active service.
customer of H O W E R T O N ' S
The blueprint of progress
Dental conditions which are Majority of the authorized examinations
and
treatments
are
should
be
a
one-page
Bible
for
regarded as service-connected
are those which are shown by made by the "home-town" *doc- all our history makers, all the
discontented, and all the disexamination to have developed tors and dentists, VA said.
World
War
II
veterans
who
besatisfied.
during a veteran's period of serThe material for the document
vice or within one year after lieve they are eligible for medical
or
dental
care
at
government
is
abundant. And assembling it
discharge.
"Home-town" examination and expense may make application will not be an overwhelming
at any VAs office, presenting a task. But making every word
discharge certificate which is sparkle like a four-caret blueother than dishonorable.
white diamond calls for sheer

FADEPROOF

Incorporated

Oklahoma City — UP) — Fred
Shaw, Oklahoma City postmaster, has received a lot of letters
about the mail service, but this
one k his prize:
"Dear sir:
"We are two little boys and
we go to Culbertson School kindergarten.
"Yesterday on^ our way home
from school we put mifiT In a
mail box. We are not going to do

4-H Lambs Pay

PHONE 130

Representative:
Hon. Noble J. Gregory,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.
Shop All 9 Floors
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings
The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

Your Senators:
Hon. Alben W . Berkley, and
Hon. John Sherman Cooper,
United States Senate,
Washington, D. C .

Published in the interest of a sound Agricultural Program for farmers in Kentucky

Cedar Bluff Stone Company, Inc.

Int is the n
(Bimended.
„ desirabll
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i Used In Diet
»ps Eyes Better,
learing Keener

Japan Eats Sparrows;
Insects Peril Crops

K^t eyes stay young longer
T the keen hearinf associated
h youth is retained for a
m time when an ample Sup_ of milk is a part of the
|lv diet, was stated by Dr. Staflrikson, head of the DepartLt of Home Economics at the
| College of Agriculture and
L Economics, in calling atItion to the observance of
Le as Da'ry Month.
{•people who have plenty of
h won't have to wear bl-foL to early," said the foods
[hority, as she pointed out
t milk and milk products are
silent sources of riboflavin,
of the B-vitamins, importI in keeping nerves stable and
es sensitive. Riboflavin, she
is essential in keeping the
„ea of the eye healthy,
jecause riboflavin is quickly
Lroytd in the presence of
It, Dr. Erikson urged that
ties of milk not be left on
Thes, but be refrigerated im[diately after delivery, if pos-

I

,„ the other hand, the home
poomist explained, riboflavin
not destroyed when milk is
(cessed for later use in promts, such as cheese, dried and
B mitltand ice cream.
K: k-on, who has studied
Llv in the fields of foods and
Lition, recommended that one
Irt of milk be used daily by
fthers during lactation, and by
Bdren. For other adults, a
•t is the minimum arftount reBmended, while three cups
H desirable, she said.
VMen students who were in
_ I Service brought back a surBting taste for fresh
fluid
I
she noted, adding that
| the University Student Cafeia, it is not unusual to see
j m take from two to four
lf-pint bottles of milk on a
with their food. More men
|n women students drink milk,
I stated.

I
3uiar

rl

Toyko — (*>) _ Because
the Japanese "have been using even sparrows for food,"
a shortage of birds which
normally destroy insects Is
endangering the hungry nation with further food scarcity, says Crosbie Morrison,
Australian biologist.
"I would be inclined to
believe that one of Japan's
early problems will be the
ravages of insects in food
crops," Morrison declared after a five-week tour through
southern Honshu.
Insecticides may help, he
said—"that is if they don't
kill off the insects still available to pollinate plants."

v

State Meeting Of
Sheepmen June 20

r

Problems of sheep production
will be discussed at a state meeting of sheep raisers at the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Lexington June 20, according to
an announcement of Sheep Specialist Richard C. Miller, who is
making the arrangements.
Speakers will include Kentucky farmers and several men
with a national reputation for
their knowledge of sheep raising. Flock management, parasite control, the breeding ewe
situation
and other
problems
will be discussed. Flocks near
Lexington will be visited in the
latter part of the afternoon.
Miller said the meeting would
be a renewal -of the annual state
sheep day which was held at
the Experiment Station before
the war.

Blast Out Drainage
Dynamite was used to blast
out 3,500 feet of drainage ditch
on the farm of W. E. Heath in
McCracken county. Averaging 4
feet in depth and 8 feet wide at
the top, the ditch cost 10 cents
a running foot. Three farms will
benefit.
Sixty-five
farmers
watched the blasting.

vvTn
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Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
pr.chised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

«r/
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A statement sent out by the
The following statement was
University of Kentucky Experiissued at the Agricultural Exment Station at Lexington says
periment Station at Lexington:
some farmers this season are
" A 5-10-3 liquid fertilizer has
buying rook phosphate and Florappeared on the market in quart
ida waste pond phosphate and
and gallon containers in various
similar products under the imCATARRH
places in the state thii spring.
pression they are getting superDealers and farmers h?ve asked
SUFFERERS
FIND CUSS FOR Miliar DUS TO NASAL
phosphate. •
concerning its value as compared
CON0ISTION. SUPFLV RUSHID HUH
"With a shortage of fertilizer,'
to the ordinary solid or powdered
R.1UI at Uat from tortur. of •tniu,
catarrh,
and bay fever dua to nasal son r a some farmers are mistaking raw
fertilizers sold in bags.
tion is Man to<U/ la reports of I
a
formula
whlea ha. th* posir to redoee
rock for treated rock," says the
"The fluid in the gallon-size
nasal eoweHee. Ms*
Station.
"There isn't enough
container weights approximate- a g o n i s i n g s i n u s h a a d a e h s s , s l o c t s d n o s t r i l s ,
superphosphate to supply the dely 10 pounds and would supply soaf r ab cl shsas,s d hraswl lkc if n ag f t as nr du ssi nn sga iIt-l n g K mI . UOeKr Ov NtOs lLl
mand.
a half-pound
of nitrogen,
a costs l t . 0 0 , but oonildarlng rssults, this Is
n o t e s a e n i l r . , a m o u n t s to only pennies per
pound of phosphoric acid and a d o e s . K 1 . 0 R 0 N 0 L ( c a u t i o n , u s e o n l y a s
"Tags attached to the bags
d i r e c t e d ) sold w i t h m o n e y - b a c k g u a r a n t e e by
half-pound of potash per gallon.
plainly state the available phosIn other words, it would require Corner Drug Store - Mall Order* f i l l e d
phoric acid in the case of superphosphate. Tags on bags of rock
phosphate give the total phosphoric acid guaranteed rather
than the available
phosphoric
acid.
"Another clue to the content
C h o o s e the o n l y car giving
of the bag is the estimated val-l
ue per 100 pounds, also shown
on the tag. The value of rock EXECUTIVE STATEROOM OF PRESIDENT'S NEW PLANE—
phosphiate as shown on the tag This is the executive stateroom of the new presidential transport
is usually 50 to 75 cents a hun- plane built for the Army Air Forces by Douglas Aircraft Co.
dred-pound bag. Buyers of fer- The girl is seated in the president's swivel and reclining chair
tilizer should read the -official from which he can read the instruments in the bulkhead indicattag on the bag and know exact- ing the ship's speed, altitude and course. Reporters are pictured
seated around a conference table as the plane was shown to
ly what they are buying."
newsmen at Santa Monica, Calif., (June 3). (AP Wirephoto)
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Raise Calves
On Less Milk

Using better methods in raiding dairy calves could save Kentucky farmers 3,000,000 gallon!
of milk a year, says the UK College of Agriculture and Home
Economics at Lexington. A plan
is
outlined whereby limited
amounts of milk are bucket fed
during the first month or six
weeks, or until the calf has a
good, vigorous start and can be
fed a carefully prepared grain
mixture, plus hay and water.
Here are some of the points
stressed by the college:
1. Leave the calf with its dam
three days to receive the colostrum milk rich in much-needed
vitamin A.
2. Bucket-feed the dam's milk
—about
10 percent of calf's
weight daily, divided into two
feeds, for four to six weeks. For
example,
a calf weighing 80
pounds will get four pounds of
whole milk twice a day, or
eight pounds a day. More calves
suffer from overfeeding than
from underfeeding.
3. When the calf is four to six
weeks old gradually cut down
the milk feeding and get it to
eating grain and hay or grass.
Use either a homemade or a
commercially prepared calf starter. If you buy a calf starter fol*
low the directions which come
with the feed.
4. Cleanliness, sanitation, regular feeding, and freedom from
dampness and drafts also will
prevent many troubles in raising calves.

Rare Disease
Found In County

A case of Rocky Mountain
Spotted Fever has been reported
to the Caldwell County Health
Department by Dr. Ralph L.
Cash. This case is that of Wanda
Ldu Brown, 9-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Burl Brown,
of the Cresswell community.
This rare illness is of unusual
interest because it is the first
case ever reported as occurring
in Caldwell county, the Health
Department
reports.
Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever, as the
name implies, occurs in the Bitter Root Valley of the Rocky
Mountains, in Idaho, and was
first recognized about 1900. It
has gradually spread to 41 of
the 48 states. Five New England
states, Michigan and Wisconsin
are the only ones from which it
has not been reported.
Spotted fever as reported in
Kentucky has carried as high
as a 20 percent death rate. Typhus fever has been reported to
occur in Kentucky only in Louisville and Bowling Green.
About 500 cases
of
Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever are reported annually in the United
States. In a telephone coAversation by Dr. Ralph Cash with
Dr. Peterson, epidemiologist of
the State Health Department, in
Louisville,
it was stated that
there were 20 cases of this disease reported in the entire State
last year, and that the incidence
had been gradually increasing
since it was first reported in
the State, about 1930.
Dr. Peterson further stated
that the State Health Department had traced several cases to
their origin and that in all cases
it had been due to the bite of
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BIG-CAR QUALITY
AT L O W E S T C O S T

Alfalfa, clover, lespedeza, bluegrass or sudan grass will reduce
the co9t of raising chickens by
20 to 30 percent,
says J. E.
Humphrey of the UK College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. Green feed not only reduces feed costs but it furnisheS
important vitamins and minerals
which promote good health, he
said. Humphrey also emphasized
that pullets should be kept on
clean range, where chickens or
turkeys had not ranged for two
years. It also is easier to feed
pullets properly if they are kept
to themselves, away from older
birds."

A g e s range from 12 to 16
months old.
Princeton, K y .
Phone 2922

The first tracks for an electric
railway in New York City were
laid on Fulton street in 1887.
a dog tick. The disease as first
reported in the Rocky Mountains was due to the bite of the
wood tick.
According to Dr.
Petersen the disease as it occurs
in Kentucky has been transmitted solely by the dog tick.
The County Health Department warns all residents of Caldwell county to be careful during the tick season, which is the
spring of the year, that they
should not expose themselves
unnecessarily to the bite of either the dog tick or the wood tick.
All owners of dogs are instructed to see that their dogs are
kept clean during the tick season, particularly after they have
been in the woods, since it is
there that they pick up the
ticks.

Robinson Implement Co.
PHONE

127-J

LARGEST

IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.

•H

|

402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

You get the Big-Car beauty and
distinction of Body by Fisher—found
only In Chevrolet and higherpriced cart—and you get It at
lowest prices!

3

dollarsI

You get the Big-Car comfort of the Unitized KneeAction Gliding Ride—found only in Chevrolet
and higher-priced cart—and you get it
a t substantial
savings in purchase price,
operation and
upkeepl

Be wise! Keep your present car in sound running condition.
Bring K to us for a summer tune-up and for skilled, dependable
service at regular intervals. Come in—todayl

CHEVROLET

You ffet fhe Big-Car softly of Fisher
Unisteel Body construction and Positive-Action Hydraulic Brakes—combined only In Chevrolet and higherpriced cars—and you get It with
remarkably low maintenance costs I

You get the Big-Car performance and
reliability of a Valve-in-Head Engine
—with the same
valve-in-head
principle featured In higher-priced
cars—and you get them at e x c e p tionally low cost for gas and oil I

Stevens Chevrolet Company
Princeton,

BOILING POINT

Kentucky

I' 1!

Pasteurized Milk Is

NOT
BOILED OR C O O K E D
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
retfuires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that Is not
pasteurized.

C O O K I N G COMMENCES"

PASTEURIZATION

160

160

143

143
138

UNDULANT

FEVER_

GERMS KILLED

STREP T H R O A T ^
GERMS KILLED

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

PASTEURIZATION
SCARLET FEVER -TONSILITIS

GERMS KILLED

GERMS KILLED— 1 4 0

is? DOWN • 1*5 A WEEK S?^SSS

8TOCKi~THf

How Pasteurized Milk Safeguards
Your Family's Health

7 . 0 0 - 1 5 - 1 » . 3 5 *

FIRST IN R U B B E R

Satisfy your cfes/res and save your

Think of getting the BIG-CAR QUALITY you really want—and getting
it at lowest price* and with low cost of operation and upkeep! Big
satisfaction at big savingsI That's exactly what you get when you buy
a new 1947 Chevrolet—the only car giving BIG-CAR QUALITY AT
LOWEST COST—a* is shown by the following facts:

TUBERCULOSIS

B. F. Goodrich announces a big reduction io the
price of the famous Silvertown tire!
Yes, you can now buy all popular sizes of the tire
that outwears prewar tires at actually less than prewar
prices! AndIdes
despite higher
manufacturing costs too.
" '
One of the things that makes possible this huge
price reduction is the tremendous demand for the
new Silvertown—greater than for any tire B. F.
Goodrich ever produced. In fact, more miles have
been driven on this new tire than any other tire introduced since the war.

OUR

SEE

I

FOR SALEI
Priced Right . . . !

M O N U M E N T S

•

Fredonia, Ky.

Registered Hereford Bulls,
all out of the Best Blood
Lines.

For Immediate
Delivery On

Green Crops Cut
Cost Of Chickens

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

R. T. HUMPHRIES

B.F. Goodrich
fPKlNSVILLE ROAD'

10 gallons or 100 pounds of liquid fertilizer to supply equal
amounts of nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash as 100 pounds
of ordinary 5-10-9 solid or powdered fertilizer, vi/hieh now, purchased in ton lots, would sell at
from $2.10 to $2.25 a 100 pounds."

Liquid Fertilizer
May Be Expensive

| B. F. Goodrich
• Silvertowns

o-

/ou

Confusion Reported
In Buying Phosphate

SINUS

9

J
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137

"TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY
GERMS KILLED

139
130

DIPTHERIA

GERMS KILLED

133
98.6

BODY TEMPERATURE.
tiply rapidly

32

Germs

in unpasteurized

mul-

milk.

FREEZING

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Jrtihrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature / o r 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
con depend on w fer help. Htene erj
(OHMfcito•tajfe,1
Open Thursday Afternoons

f
(East Side ef Square) 1
[ 10S Court Square, Princeton j
[
Pho. 470

The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION INZTIIE
MILK YOU FEED Y O U R FAMILY 7 !

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

~

m

urn • • •fi«v" -.i-ii

•
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Princeton Officer Is
Given Promotion

Sportsmen Plan For
Pennyrile Barbecue
Thursday, June 19
Jeanne Ratliff, Jack
Spickard, James H.
Leech Win Degrees

Plans for a barbecue and picnic to be held at Pennyrile Park
June 10 and attended by game
and fish club members of Hopkinsville, Dawson Springs, Madisonville and Princeton were
made at a, meeting at Hopkinsville last weekend.
' The four game organizations
are taking steps designed to protect deer, quail, wild turkey,
beaver, grouse and raccoon
which have been released in
Pennyrile Forest so this wildlife
can propagate.
The committee arranging for
the picnic and barbecue will invite as speakers Earl Wallace,
Frankfort, director of the Kentucky game and fish division;
Harold A. Browning, Frankfort,
commissioner of conservation;
Russell Dykes, Frankfort, director of parks and H. B. Newland,
Frankfort, director of division
of forestry.

Lexington — An all-time record graduating class of 657 students,
including three from
Caldwell county, received degrees at the University of Kentucky's 80th annual commencement exercises Friday night.
Jeanne Ratliff and Jack Spickard, both of Princeton, were
among the graduates and James
Harvey Leech won a master's
degree.
The 1947 class, representing
95 Kentucky counties, 22 other
states, one U. S. possession, and
two foreign countries, eclipsed
all existing records for number
of degrees awarded at any commencement, University officials
said. Previously, the record was
466 degrees, presented in June,
1939.
Three doctorate, 66 masters'
and 588 bachelors' degrees were Mrs. Kesselring Says
given. Kentuckians composed approximately 83 percent of the Waterfield's Choice
graduates and only three were Means Demo Victory
from outside the United States.
Louisville, (AP) — Mrs. John
Graduating seniors in the Col- Kesselring, women's State chairlege of Arts and Sciences num- man of Harry Lee Waterfield's
bered 245; College of Commerce, campaign for the Democratic
106; College of Agriculture and nomination for Governor, said
Home Economics, 91; College of in a radio address here Tuesday
Education, 70; College of En- night that a "Republican adgineering, 52; and College of ministration in Frankfort next
Law, 23.
January will mean a retreat
Henderson Starts FM
Radio-Casting Schedule
Radio Station WSON-FM started a regular broadcasting schedule of Frequency Modulation
programs, Sunday, June 8, operating from 10 until 1, and from
6 until 9. WSON-FM operates
on 93.1 frequency.

from all the constructive measures" of the last 15 years.
"That is another reason why
we must si^pport Harry Lee Waterfield for the Democratic nomination. He can win in November. He belongs to no faction.
He owes allegiance to no boss,
no cynical self-seeking organization."

Filing System For
The Small Business

EVERYTHING FOR THE OFFICE

C O R V E T T E ' S

Last Rites Wednesday
For Dr. W. A. Grant,
Well Known Here
Dr. W. A. Grant, 64, with 40
years of service as a minister in
the Louisville Conference of the
Methodist Church, died Monday
at Deaconess Hospital, Louisville,
where he was under treatment.

Major Hugh Shelby Skees
was promoted to be lieutenant
colonel in the Organized Reserve Corps May 24, it is announced by the Commanding
General, Philippine - Ryukyus
Command. Lieut. Col. Skees is
director of the Statistical and
Allotments Division, Office of
Assistant Chief of Staff for
Personnel, G-l, Headquarters
Philrycom. He has been in
Manila, P. I., the last 2 years
and expects to return to the
United States by early fall. His
wife, the former Merle Catherine Owen, and their two
children, Hugh Owen and Vesta, reside at 305 N. Seminary
street. They will not join Lieut.
Col. Skees as planned, due to
his expected early return.

many others. Harry Edwards,
USED SCREEN DOORS and
808 So. 5th St., Padueah, Ky.
window screens for sale. 2
Phone 4431.
4tp
Soars
36"x81"; 14 window
screens 28"x32"; 5 window
screens 28"x29"; 2 window ROOMS FOR RENT: Three nice
rootns; modern conveniences.
screens 24"x29"; 1 window
Apply
— Mrs. Frank Farmer.
screen 21"x24". A real bargain.
Phone 731-J.
ltc
See Albert Brandon at Youngs
Lumber Yard.
2tp FOR SALE: House and lot. 831
W. Main St. For information,
Certified Hybrid Corn $8 per bu.
see, call or write, Mrs. James
(white). Discount on five or
R. Redd, 222 W. 18th St., Hopmore bushels. Mitchell Implekinsville, Ky.
ltc
ment Co. Phone 242.
tfc
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
SALESMEN WANTED: Be inSon. Phone 96.
tfc
dependent. Sell Rawleigh Products in City of Princeton; and FOR SALE: Good and convenient home on S. Harrison street.
Christian county. Good nearby
Immediate possession. Phone
locality open. Write today.
520-J.
Cummins Insurance
Rawleigh's, Dept. KYF 215-D,
Agency.
ltc
Freeport, 111.
ltp
Hi
' '•
•
'
i * •»»»
FOR SALE: Plenty of new 9x12 FOR SALE: Two-wheel luggage
trailer. See Clyde Nuckols,
linoleum rugs and oil stoves,
Highland Avenue or phone
mattresses, porch swings, etc.
179.
ltc
J. F. Morgan.
3tc
FOR SALE: Combination farm,
home, grocery store, filling
station and garage. Possession
now. Phone 520-J. Cummins
Insurance Agency.
ltc

Louisville — The Louisville
Boys Estate, owned and directed
by the Baptist Long Run Association as a home for indigent
boys, was dedicated Sunday with
500 persons in attendance.

A large delegation ot young
people left Sunday afternoon
for the annual lummer conference sponsored by Christian
churches of Kentucky, at Kuttawa Springs. Rev. Tom Colt
lins, pastor of the Christian
Church, Is serving as dean of
men and teaching two classes
daily. First Christian's delegation is the largest In many years.
The Church pays half of the
registration fee for each delegate attending.
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COMMUNITY

more bushels. Mitchell Imple
ment Co. Phone 242.
tf<
FOR SALE—A nice thriving
business—long established at
reasonable figures. Telephone
5 2 0 - J . Cummins Insurance
Agency.
ltc

I AM leaving town. Sell cheap:
1 settee; 1 chair; 1 coffee table;
1 baby stroller. See Oscar L.
Boyd
or call 418-J.
ltp
EXPERT watch repairing, sevenday service, crystals fitted FOR SALE: John Deere pick-up
while-U-wait — Winstead Jewhay baler in good condition.
lers.
tfc
Could sell side delivery rake
to go with it. If interested
FOR SALE:
One good Avery
contact S. D. Broadbent, Jr.
tractor, with breaking plow,
Address, Cobb, Ky. Telephone
disc harrow, and cultivator.
Cerulean 2721.
3tc
See Hearne Harralson.
ltc
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COME BUY OUR PIANOS and
save up to $100.00. Dye Piano
Co., 409 S. Main, Hopkinsville,
Ky.
6tp Certified Hybrid Corn $8 per bu.
More than 200 species of birds
(yellow) and $8.50 per bu. live in Yellowstone National
FOR SALE: Good coal and wood
(white). Discount on five or Park.
range; looks like new. Cost
$92.50—will sacrifice for $50.
Harvey Satterfleld, 410 S. Jefferson St. Phone 581.
ltp
PIANOS: New Spinets $499.00
with bench. Used, Kimball —
Jesse
French — Chickring,

Rotary Gives Bracelet
To Gertrude Richie

Miss Gertrude Richie, pianist
for the Rotary Club, was presented an identification bracelet
by Pres. Edw. F. Blackburn at
Tuesday night's meeting of the
club. Rotarians Norris Armstrong, Dawson Springs, and
H a r o l d Borden, Winchester,
made attendance. Byron Lowe,
St. Louis, was the guest of C. E*
McGary. A committee reported a'
meeting with Kuttawa business
and professional men would be
held Tuesday night, looking toward organization of a Rotary
Club there in the near future.
The meeting was Tuesday night,
this week.

Local Youths Attend
Kuttawa Conference
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City taxes, including upkeep on ceme-

HOPKINSVILLE

tery lots, for the year 1947 become due
July 1, 1947.

A two percent discount will

be allowed on all 1947 taxes paid by July
20/1947.
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added to all unpaid taxes after Nov. 1,
1947.
Women's Wear
" N o t More, But Bet
ter Merchandise"
exclusively yours

Save by paying early.
GARLAND QUISENBERRY,
Collector.

(Incorporated)

rices and 1
approval tl
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Lowest Prices

LAWNS. FlOWttS, VfCfTAWS
S « US FOD WIDfSJ SflfCTOt

Of CHOKC GARDEN 5££DS>

Butyl synthetic rubber, which
does not have the bounce of natural rubber at normal temperatures, makes a better inner tube
because it holds air better.

Incorporated

HOPKINSVILLE,

Announcement of Roy McDonald, superintendent of Trigg
County Schools, for the Democratic nomination for Superintendent of Public Instruction,
created much interest here,
where the native Lyon county
educator is well known.
Mr. McDonald is widely known
in educational circles ot the
State, having been president of
the First District
Educational
Association, and at present is
vice-president of Kentucky Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Recently he was
in Washington to appear before
the House Committee on Education in behalf of Federal aid
for State schools.
He has been continuously engaged in educational work for
the last 21 years, as a one-room
school teacher, high school teacher, high school principal and
superintendent. He recently completed a highly successful year
as
Superintendent
of Trigg
County Schools. Prior to that he
served 10 years as principal of
T. C. H. S. He is a graduate of
Murray State College, and holds
a Master's Degree in Educational
Administration
from Peabody
College, Nashville, Tenn.

He served as presiding elder
In Hopkinsville from 1934 to
1938, before unification changed
the title to district superintendent. He was well known in
Princeton.
The body was returned to
Cloverport, where he was serving as pastor of the Methodist
Church, where funeral services
were
conducted
Wednesday
morning at 10 o'clock at his
church. The body was then taken
to Russellville, for burial at 2:30
that afternoon. He had served
as pastor at Russellville a number of years.

Metal table with metal one
drawer FILE on the side.
Complete for

702 South Main

Trigg Superintendent,
Former State Senator
Files For Nomination
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You can now buy a new 1947 Electric
Refrigerator for immediate delivery.
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GREEN SOLID HEADS

CABBAGE

Ib.

LONG ft GREEN

CUCUMBERS

lb.
W e e k e n d

.
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Machines "wringer type" available today

Ve^^toMe*

Head Jumbo 4 dox. size HEAD 15c

LETTUCE

Med. 5 doz. size

4

LARGE ft GOLDEN

I

BANANAS
M e a t
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SUGAR CURED
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lb.

FRANKS,

lb.
1

BOLOGNA
Hickory Smoked Country Ham in all Red Front Stores.
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily 9 A. M. WSON Henderson, Ky.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY A L L T H E TIME

full,

amAWjjtfjB

MC1KICAI. OPBMTMf"
ALL CAKS. 20/x LOW!

$7.20

Western Auto]
Assoc. Store
Home-Owned and operate b'
JOE P. WILCOX

Phone 212
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